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 In the era of COVID-19, hospitality was one of the industries that was most severely 
impacted by the virus. Spread of the virus was rapid enough to force hotels to close properties 
worldwide, and hotels were required to adopt safety measures and protocols in order to re-open 
or remain open. New types of measures, some never seen before the pandemic, were created and 
implemented throughout the hotel industry. 
The main purpose of this study is to assess guests' perception of preventive safety 
initiatives and measures in the era of COVID-19 and to determine their level of satisfaction with 
such measures. This study comprehensively reviewed the previous literature with respect to the 
similar past cases of health and safety crises in the hospitality industry. A total of 42 hotel 
pandemic safety measures were identified and compiled into a master list and grouped into four 
stages of the guest cycle: pre-arrival, arrival, occupancy, and departure. Using the list of 
measures, a survey was carried out to examine hotel guests’ perceived importance and 
performance of the listed measures. The Importance Performance Analysis (IPA) technique was 
adopted to analyze the survey results. The study provided managerial suggestions on resource 
and effort allocations based on the results of the IPA analysis. 
 A total of 310 usable responses were collected, and the findings suggested majority of 
safety measures in the “pre-arrival” stage required more concentration. A lot of distinct 
technology related safety measures were introduced in the “occupancy” stage, but the majority of 
them were perceived to be “low priority” by guests. It was also found that many guests have 
concerns about staying at a hotel during the pandemic, and they were dissatisfied with hotels’ 
performance on informing guests about updated information regarding COVID-19. Major 
findings and practical implication on the hospitality industry were further discussed. 
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The worldwide spread of SARS-CoV-2, also known as the coronavirus or COVID-19, 
has caused an unprecedented decrease in economic activities and consumer spending. The 
hospitality and travel industries have been directly impacted by the economic downturn, as the 
number of travelers has decreased, and hotels have closed properties in accordance with 
governmental orders to shut down public places to reduce the spread of COVID-19. The U.S. 
Transportation Security Administration (TSA) reported that the number of total travelers passing 
through TSA checkpoints on April 26, 2020, was 128,875, less than 10% of the total number 
from the same date in 2019. Additionally, based on STR data ending April 18, 2020, U.S. hotel 
occupancy was at 23.4%, the average daily rate stood at $74.53, and revenue per available room 
(RevPAR) stood at $17.43 (STR 2020, as cited in Davis, 2020), all of which represent a drastic 
decrease from the 2019 data. In the initial stage of the pandemic, the U.S. federal government 
officially announced on March 22, 2020, that it would shut down business and governmental 
sectors, excluding sectors deemed necessary, to slow the spread of the coronavirus (Tankersley, 
2020). Faced with financial and operational challenges, and given no other choice than to close 
properties, the hotel industry inevitably decided on massive employee furloughs and layoffs. At 
major chains including Hilton Worldwide, Marriott International, and Hyatt Hotel Corporation, a 
large number of employees experienced indefinite furloughs and reduced schedules effective 
April 4, 2020 (Hotel, 2020). In response to this difficult situation, the government approved the 
Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act on March 27, 2020, to financially support 
businesses, including those in the hotel industry. A total of $500 billion in funding in the form of 
direct grants and loans was approved by the U.S. federal government to support the hospitality 
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industry in preparing to reopen with newly implemented preventive measures (West & Baker, 
2020). In addition to strict employee hygiene and property sanitation measures, customer and 
employee screening, a distinctive preventive measure especially designed to cope with the 
coronavirus, has been implemented to assure public safety and prevent possible health hazards. 
Destination Analysts (2020), a tourism market research firm, conducted a survey asking 1,208 
U.S. travelers which preventive measures they would like to see implemented. According to the 
respondents, health screening of guests, including temperature checks, was among the desired 
measures. The survey by Destination Analysts (2020) and a research report written by Stafford et 
al. (2020), along with various news reports available on this topic, indicate that the post-
coronavirus era in the hospitality industry is expected to differ from what was previously the 
norm. In addition, more than half of the respondents indicated that even if the stay-at-home 
orders were lifted, they were still hesitant to travel and stay at hotels, and that if they did, they 
expected to see preventive measures in hotels and restaurants (Gursoy et al., 2020). 
Problem Statement 
Changes in hotel advertising campaigns and the careful implementation of safety and 
cleaning practices in the reopening of hotels underscore marketing efforts heavily aimed at 
reducing guests’ coronavirus-related anxiety and offering them peace of mind (Villano, 2020; 
Mastrogiacomo, 2020). Despite several preventive or enhanced measures to reduce and prevent 
the spread of COVID-19 at lodging facilities, more than 50% of travelers indicated that they 
were not ready to stay at a hotel in the near future (Gursoy & Chi, 2020). Furthermore, the 
deployment of initiatives to reduce and prevent the spread of COVID-19 in hotels, such as the 
use of UVC rays to clean rooms, can be very costly (Martin, 2020). Some new policies may not 
be well received by potential guests and may even be perceived as undesirable, such as reduced 
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housekeeping services or reservation requirements for on-premises dining. Others may be 
considered too intrusive, such as thermal scans and robot interventions (O’Shea-Evans, 2020). 
Currently, there is very limited empirical data to provide a clear picture of which COVID-19 
prevention initiatives and measures are perceived as important by hotel guests. Additionally, 
very little is known about hotel guest satisfaction with recently deployed COVID-19 preventive 
measures and initiatives across the hotel industry. According to various customer reviews of 
different hotel chains from October 2020, the level of customer satisfaction in terms of the 
cleanliness and safety of the properties was inconsistent. Despite the fact that hotels had 
reopened with safety protocols in place and the expectation that they would be cleaner than ever 
by the time the reviews were collected in October 2020, some customers were still highly 
dissatisfied with the cleanliness of rooms and expressed great concern for their safety during the 
stay (Oliver, 2020).  
Purpose of Study 
The main purpose of this study is to assess guests’ perceptions of preventive safety 
initiatives and measures in the COVID-19 era and determine their level of satisfaction with such 
measures. The target population of this study are travelers who stayed at a hotel between June 
2020 and January 2021. The study seeks to measure the importance and performance attributes 
of coronavirus preventive measures implemented at hotels and offer hoteliers suggestions 
regarding the effective use of resources in implementing such initiatives. 
Research Questions 
RQ1: What are the various initiatives deployed by hoteliers to prevent COVID-19 outbreaks at 
their properties? 
RQ2: What is the relative perceived importance of such initiatives among potential hotel guests? 
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RQ3: What is the perceived level of guest satisfaction regarding such initiatives among hotel 
guests who experienced a hotel stay where preventive measures were implemented? 
RQ4: Which COVID-19-related measures should hoteliers focus more intently on and invest in 
accordingly? 
Significance of the Study 
 The hospitality industry has taken a direct hit from the global pandemic and has struggled 
to rebound from its devastating effects. To survive under the new “normal,” where safety and 
health concerns are more pressing than ever before, one of the countermeasures the industry has 
adopted is new safety measures and hygiene standards. Incidents similar to the coronavirus, such 
as the SARS epidemic in 2003, have shown that the industry is vulnerable to threats of this 
nature, which are well outside of its control. Although studies about SARS and its impact on the 
hospitality industry have been conducted, the scale of COVID-19 is incomparable to that of 
SARS, and the global spread of COVID-19 has alerted the industry to the need for new 
approaches to health and safety, in addition to the enhancement of existing safety measures. 
 Such a major change to the hotel safety and health system warrants an empirical study. 
This study provides a comprehensive review of the measures implemented since the onset of the 







 This exploratory study identifies consumer perceptions toward newly implemented safety 
measures in the hospitality industry associated with COVID-19. The literature review for this study 
is comprised of five sections, which explore the following: the detailed impact of COVID-19 on 
the industry; past studies regarding consumer behavior and risk perception; a master list of 
implemented safety measures; past uses of Importance-Performance Analysis (IPA) as an 
assessment tool for attribute perception, and; the improved IPA adaptation devised from this study. 
Following these sections is a brief explanation of COVID-19’s early timeline and its impact on the 
hospitality industry. Past studies on the relationship between consumer behavior and risk 
perception, the impact of disasters on the hospitality industry, and the use of IPA are closely 
examined to further emphasize the empirical value of this study. 
COVID-19 and Its Impact 
Timeline 
It is believed that the spread of COVID-19 began in the Hubei province in central China 
on December 29, 2019. Local hospitals in Hubei reported the first four cases of an unknown disease 
that was later identified as COVID-19. Within a month, on January 21, 2020, the first case was 
reported in the United States. The following week, on January 28, 2020, United Airlines suspended 
all flights to China from the United States. By January’s end, the WHO declared the coronavirus 
outbreak a Public Health Emergency of International Concern (PHEIC), and on March 11, 2020, 
the coronavirus outbreak was officially declared a pandemic. Days after, on March 15, 2020, the 
first statewide school closure occurred, and a majority of states followed with various forms of 
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lockdown. On March 19, 2020, the U.S. Department of State issued a level-four “Do Not Travel” 
advisory. It was not until September 9, 2020, that the United States announced it would stop 
screening international arrivals at airports (Kantis et al., 2020). The timeline of the coronavirus 
reveals that it took less than a month for the virus to directly impact the travel industry, and the 
impact has lasted indefinitely, with ongoing lockdowns of facilities and restrictions on travel.  
Impact on the Hotel Industry 
 The coronavirus has had a devastating impact on the tourism industry. Thousands of hotels 
have faced the risk of closure due to the pandemic, and job losses have been at record highs. The 
coronavirus has impacted the industry in three major categories: employment, occupancy, and 
travel demand (American Hotel & Lodging Association [AHLA], 2020c). In response to the 
pandemic, global chains like Hilton Worldwide, Marriott International, and Hyatt Hotel 
Corporation reduced either employee schedules or payments beginning on April 4, 2020 (Airoldi, 
2020). According to the AHLA (2020c), four out of 10 hotel employees were still under indefinite 
furlough in August 2020, almost five months after the first massive layoff in March 2020. Since 
February 2020, the industry has lost 4.3 million jobs, even though there have been some gains in 
employment driven by the reopening of restaurants and bars in May and June of 2021. At the peak 
of the pandemic, the tourism industry had lost 7.5 million jobs, and roughly nine out of 10 hotels 
had to lay off or furlough employees. Compared to the average national unemployment rate of 
10.2% during the peak of the pandemic, the hospitality sector’s unemployment rate was nothing 
short of devastating, with an average rate of 38%. The AHLA further reports that in August 2020, 
at least 65% of hotels remained below 50% occupancy. This number is below the breakeven 
threshold, which means that 65% of hotels were unable to pay their debts. According to the AHLA 
report, in April 2020, when the pandemic was at its peak, occupancy was under 20%. According 
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to data provided by STR, the occupancy rate for U.S. hotels for the week of September 26 to 
October 3, 2020, was 47.9%, which is 29.6% less than that of the comparable week in 2019. A 
month-by-month comparison of occupancy rates between 2019 and 2020 is displayed in Figure 1. 
Not only were occupancy rates low: respectively, the average daily rate and revenue per available 
room were also 26.3% and 48.1% below 2019 rates (Luther, 2020). Examining the impact on 
different segments of the hotel industry, luxury hotels had less than 15% occupancy, whereas 
economy class had around 40%. The data suggest that the luxury segment of the hotel industry 
will recover more slowly than the economy class (Krishnan et al., 2020). As occupancy dropped 
significantly, U.S. hotels faced projected low earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and 
amortization, which predicts a high possibility of failure to cover interest payments (Mandelbaum, 
2020). The industry’s prospects were forecasted to remain the same until the end of 2020, as a 
recent survey from the AHLA found that only 38% of Americans were considering leisure or 
vacation plans at the end of the year, suggesting continued low demand. Given that the usual rate 
is 70% for the same period in a given year, the number decreased by almost half in 2020 (AHLA, 
2020c). To address the unusually low demand for travel and accommodations, a survey from 
McKinsey Consumer Leisure Travel in April 2020 asked 3,498 travelers from five countries about 
the different preventive measures they expect to see in hotels. Most travelers responded that they 
would expect to see additional health and safety measures. However, the survey failed to 
distinguish the importance of each measure, as the respondents did not correctly identify which 
measure they gave greater weight, even though it was part of the survey (Krishnan et al., 2020). 
Essentially, the survey identified the importance of additional health and safety measures but did 
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Risk Perception 
Definition and Concept  
Prior studies have generally agreed that the hospitality industry is inherently susceptible to 
external factors and pressures commonly known as crisis and disaster (McIntosh, Goeldner & 
Ritchie, 1995). Although these two terms seemingly share the same meaning, there is a clear 
distinction between them. Mäser and Weiermair (1998) posited that the hospitality industry is 
highly vulnerable to a crisis, which is defined as an event that directly or indirectly affects the 
industry by threatening the safety of visitors. Hence, a crisis was thought to damage a company’s 
reputation and negatively affect long-term profitability to a severe degree (Sönmez, 1998; Seddighi 
et al., 2001; Stafford et al., 2002). Campbell (1999) pointed out that a crisis is a series of events 
that could also seriously damage employees. One characteristic of a crisis that is common across 
all prior studies is its overall negative impact on an organization. Prideaux et al. (2003) further 
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clarified the definition by explaining that a crisis is to some extent controllable. This is where the 
distinction between crisis and disaster lies: a crisis is unexpected but is a possible result of 
management failures that affect the future course of events, whereas a disaster is an unpredictable 
catastrophic change. Due to the unpredictable nature of a disaster, management has little or no 
control over its occurrence. In other words, management’s response to a disaster can only be 
reactive and is limited in scope, because an organization can only respond to a disaster after the 
event takes place. In contrast, a crisis is preventable, as it has more to do with human actions such 
as management failures. In some circumstances, an event can be both a crisis and a disaster, 
depending upon its status. Faulkner (2001) classified foot-and-mouth disease in the United 
Kingdom as a crisis in its early stages, when the spread of the disease was manageable by the 
government. Later, when the disease spread out of control, it was classified as a disaster. In this 
sense, the coronavirus, which was officially announced as a global pandemic, is closer to the 
definition of a disaster. 
Barton (1994) classified disasters into 12 types, including natural environments, terrorism, 
and bacterial infection. Wilks and Page (2006) explained that certain types of disasters that 
contribute to the creation of perceived risks are called risk factors. In the formation of perceived 
risk, four major risk factors in tourism have been classified by researchers as follows: (1) war and 
political instability, (2) health concerns, (3) crime, and (4) terrorism (Floyd et al., 2003). In 
addition to these four categories, natural disasters were suggested for inclusion, as they affect 
tourism demand (Faulkner, 2001). Morrison (2005) offers the examples of 9/11, the terrorist 
attacks in D.C. and NYC, the 2002 bombing at Bali in Indonesia as well as the 2004 tsunami 
tragedy in Southern Asia and the SARS bird flu. The definition of perceived risk is different from 
the definition of risk itself. Whereas risk is the probability of an undesirable incident that would 
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cause possible negative consumer behavior, perceived risk refers to the perception of overall 
negativity that might affect travel behavior if the negativity is beyond an acceptable level 
(Mansfeld, 2006; Reichel, & Uriely, 2007, Laws & Prideaux. 2005). For example, the perceived 
risk of SARS had a greater impact on travelers’ behavior than SARS itself (Cooper, 2005; 
McKercher & Chon, 2004).  
Impact of Risk Perception on Travelers’ Behavior 
 Many studies have identified a correlation between risk perception and consumer behavior. 
Beirman (2003) identified that travelers’ decisions to visit a place are significantly determined by 
perceived safety. Sonmez and Graefe (1998) found that risk perception has a high predictive power 
in circumstances where potential travelers are striving to avoid a particular destination. In another 
study conducted by Sonmez et al. (1999), it was found that perceived risk and tourism demand 
have an inverse relationship in which one tends to increase as the other decreases. In other words, 
risk perception impacts travel intention, such that consumers may change their plans and choose 
to cancel bookings when the risk perception is considered beyond an acceptable level (Mansfeld, 
2006; Sasso, 2005). Sonmez and Graefe (1998) further supported this relationship by noting that 
experienced travelers were as equally influenced as relatively less experienced travelers in their 
travel intentions by perceived terrorism risk. On the other hand, tourists with low risk perception 
levels tend to form a more positive destination image and behavioral intentions (Tavitiyaman & 
Qu, 2013). In a study conducted in the United States, participants were asked to choose between 
China, Japan, and South Korea as alternative tourism destinations. The results revealed that 
destinations with stronger positive cognitive and affective images and low risk perception created 
higher travel intentions among tourists. After the SARS outbreak, consumer behavior was 
impacted by new consumer awareness and concern. Zhang et al. (2005) found that after SARS, 
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Chinese domestic tourists demonstrated greater concern toward the hygiene and safety of public 
entertainment places, tourist attractions, transportation means, hotels, and daily necessities. It has 
been suggested that safety concern is a significant predictor of travel intentions (Zhang et al., 2005). 
Even before SARS, health and safety concerns were determinants in travel behavior. For instance, 
Chen and Gursoy (2001) revealed that the safety and cleanliness of a destination are the most 
important factors in the choice of destination. This result held true not only for Chinese domestic 
travelers, but also for international travelers. For example, 1,212 German respondents selected 
perceived standards on hygiene and personal safety as the two most important motivating attributes 
for travel (Baloglu & Uysal, 1996). As identified in many studies, perceived risk, whether from 
terrorism or an epidemic, significantly affects the formation of the destination image and the travel 
decision made by tourists. 
Risk Attitude 
 It is true that perceived risk has negative impacts on travelers’ behavior, but this does not 
mean that every individual perceives risk in the same way and shares the same attitude toward risk. 
The same risk could be perceived differently, as attitudes and sensitivities toward the risk differ 
between people (Weber et al., 2002). In that sense, Byrnes et al. (1999) conducted an analysis to 
determine how gender difference is associated with risk-taking behavior by comparing the 
likelihood of engaging in risk-taking activities in multiple domains between men and women. The 
results revealed that men engaged in risky activities more often than women. Their findings were 
based on a meta-analysis of 150 studies and indicated that overall, men were less sensitive to 
perceived risk. The relationship between risk attitude and risk-taking behavior was further 
analyzed in a subsequent study conducted by Weber et al. (2002), in which a risk behavior scale 
that measured conventional risk attitudes was created. It was found that the difference in risk-
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taking behavior between individuals was primarily caused by the difference in the perceived 
benefits and risks of activities rather than sensitivity and attitude toward the risk. In other words, 
perceived benefits and risks resulted from the behavior, and the comparison between the two was 
the determinant in deciding whether or not to engage in the behavior. Applying the same concept 
in the hospitality setting, the decision to visit a certain destination or to book a certain hotel may 
be heavily influenced by the perceived comparison between benefits and potential risks provided 
by the destination and the hotel.  
Impact of Disaster on the Hospitality Industry 
 Of the four major risk factors in the tourism industry, terrorism and health concerns 
significantly affected the industry with the occurrence of the September 11 attacks and the SARS 
outbreak in China. Based on a computable general equilibrium model, Black and Sinclair (2003) 
reported that domestic and international travel during September 2001 decreased by 34% and 23%, 
respectively, compared to the previous 12 months. In the three months after the September 2001 
attacks, an erosion of consumer confidence severely limited job creation and reduced generated 
income and collected tax revenue (Visit Florida, 200l). During the SARS outbreak, the World 
Travel & Tourism Council (WTTC) (2003) estimated that almost 3 million jobs were lost 
following the spread of the virus in countries such as Hong Kong, China, Vietnam, and Singapore, 
leading to the loss of over $20 billion in GDP. Specific areas of tourism that were directly impacted 
by the SARS outbreak in terms of revenue generation were domestic and international travel, 
tourist accommodations, tourism-related jobs, tourist attractions and destinations, travel services, 
and vehicle and ship companies (China National Tourism Administration, 2003). 
 As a result of the decrease in travel inflow, the occupancy rate in the hotel sector was 
negatively impacted. After the issuance of a warning against non-essential travel to the listed 
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countries, the average hotel occupancy rate decreased by approximately 30% between May and 
June (WTTC, 2003). In South Korea, one of the countries that took a direct hit from the SARS 
outbreak, occupancy rate, average room rates, and RevPAR—three critical operating ratios—were 
found to have significantly decreased between February and July 2003 (Lee et al., 2005). As the 
occupancy rate decreased, the number of available rooms also diminished. In Hong Kong during 
the peak of the SARS outbreak, hotels limited their operations by closing floors and reducing 
available rooms in order to decrease operational expenses while demand was low. Comparing the 
impact of SARS across the different segments of the hotel industry in Hong Kong, average room 
rates among mid-tier and low-tier hotels were found to have dropped more sharply than in high-
tier hotels. Hence, business hotels in general were able to capture a higher average room rate in 
the business travel market when compared with the leisure market (Lo et al., 2006).     
In their case study of Thailand, Rittichainuwat and Chakraborty (2008) explained the 
perceived risks associated with two risk factors: terrorism and health concerns. They found that a 
terrorist attack in a southern province of Thailand and diseases such as SARS and bird flu 
contributed to the creation of risk perception toward Thailand in 2006. Even though terrorism and 
perceived disease risk negatively affected tourism in the short term, efforts to increase sanitation 
and safety standards rather than offer temporary remedies, such as discounts and promotions, 
boosted the speed of the recovery. Similarly, in South Korea during the SARS outbreak, Lee et al. 
(2005) interviewed six hotels and confirmed that they provided employees with training and 
education in health and safety practices and installed different sanitizing equipment, such as air 
filters and chemical sterilizers, throughout their properties. Consequently, the occupancy rate rose 
to 65% in the first week of July 2005. In the case of 9/11, 1,000 general hotel managers in the 
United States in were asked about their recovery plans in 2001. Two major strategies were 
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implemented in hotels to recover from the decline in business: revenue enhancement and cost 
constraint. Revenue strategies sought to increase occupancy by focusing on marketing initiatives, 
while cost strategies primarily focused on cutting operating costs through human resource and 
property management (Taylor & Enz, 2002). The common strategies identified in both incidents, 
SARS and 9/11, were aggressive marketing efforts and effective cost control. Most importantly, 
the crisis management response emphasized the need to regain consumer confidence, which is of 
significant importance to travel destinations (Law, 2006). Hence, Sonmez et al. (1999) emphasized 
that creating confidence among consumers and rebuilding an image of safety is key to maintaining 
the appeal and attractiveness of a destination in the tourism industry. Extending these principles to 
the hotel sector, regaining consumer confidence through contingency planning and crisis 
management was found to be an effective means of increasing occupancy rates (Lee et al., 2005).  
Coronavirus Safety Measures 
As explained in the previous section, consumer behavior is adversely impacted by disasters. 
To address the COVID-19 pandemic, the hotel industry has implemented a number of safety 
measures to reduce and eliminate the spread of COVID-19 on their properties. To help understand 
the various measures, each has been categorized into one of the four stages of the guest cycle. The 
criterion for categorization is the stage in which guests are most likely to encounter the following 
measures. The guest cycle is comprised of the following four stages: pre-arrival, arrival, occupancy, 
and departure (Walker, 2001). A thorough review of the literature, including newspapers, trade 
journals, web blogs, and other credible published sources, was carried out to identify the various 
COVID-19 social distancing and sanitation measures, as well as other related safety protocols 





Safety Measures Implemented in Hotels    
Guest Cycle Safety Measures Sources 
Pre-arrival COVID-19 information update on website (AHLA, 2020) 
Flexible cancelation / Fee waives (Gross, 2020) 
Having a policy of 24-hour mandatory room vacancy before next guest checks-in a room (Gross, 2020) 
Having a reputable certification of housekeeping services (Killion, 2020) 
 Mobile or web-based payment (AHLA, 2020) 
 Mobile or web-based registry (AHLA, 2020) 
 Having knowledge that hotel employees had Covid19 health training (AHLA, 2020) 
 Having knowledge that employees get health screening (AHLA, 2020) 
 Having knowledge that the hotel uses UVC light sanitation (Mirror lake, 2020) 
 Having knowledge that the hotel uses hospital-grade disinfectant (AHLA, 2020) 
 Having knowledge of hotel having improved HVAC filtration (heating, ventilation, & air conditioning) (AHLA, 2020) 
Arrival Employees with personal protective equipment such as masks (AHLA, 2020) 
Hotel offering free face masks for guests (AHLA, 2020) 
Availability of hand washing stations (AHLA, 2020) 
Availability of health & hygiene signage on property (AHLA, 2020) 
Social distancing markers (AHLA, 2020) 
Having physical barriers, e.g. Plexiglass (AHLA, 2020) 
Thermal imaging cameras at entrance (Wynn Resorts, 2020) 
UV sterilizer machine in lobby (Gross, 2020) 
Electrostatic sprayer in lobby (Wynn Resorts, 2020) 
Contactless check-in (Gross, 2020) 
Occupancy In-room hand sanitizer (AHLA, 2020) 
Personal care amenity kit in the guestroom (Gross, 2020) 
Availability of emergency medical technician on the hotel premises (Gross, 2020) 
Disposable menu in restaurant (AHLA, 2020) 
Providing housekeeping service only upon request  (AHLA, 2020) 
Keyless entry to room (Gross, 2020) 
Air purifier in the guestroom   (Gross, 2020) 
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Online chatting service with front desk (The Peninsula hotel, 2020) 
QR codes & application in hotel restaurant (The Peninsula hotel, 2020) 
24/7 e-concierge service - chatting application (The Peninsula hotel, 2020) 
Individual room climate control system via personal mobile device (Mirror Lake, 2020) 
 Social distancing of shared spaces, e.g. fitness center & pools (Gross, 2020) 
 Availability of voice-assistants such as Alexa in the guestroom (Gross, 2020) 
 Availability of room service via mobile app or voice-assistant (Gross, 2020) 
 Access to pre-packaged food (to go bag) in lieu of hotel buffet (Gross, 2020) 
 Access to coffee/tea in the guestroom (Gross, 2020) 
 Access to a refrigerator in the room (Gross, 2020) 
 Access to a microwave in the room (Gross, 2020) 
Departure Remote check-out (Gross, 2020) 
 Free on-site testing before the guest departure (Gross, 2020) 




Service Assessment Method 
 The implementation of COVID-19 safety measures and protocols in the hospitality 
industry comes at a corresponding cost. HotelAVE (2020), a hotel asset management company, 
estimated the total annual incremental cost of COVID-19 measures and protocols to be $9 
billion. Employee training and the purchase of social distancing supplies and other cleaning 
supplies needed for reopening after shutdown have been the primary source of expenses to date. 
Extended cleaning hours have also resulted in additional labor costs in housekeeping 
(HotelAVE, 2020). Past examples of recovery from disasters, such as SARS and 9/11, indicated 
that effective cost control is critical to recovery from a disaster (Taylor & Enz, 2002).   
In addition to cost control, COVID-19 measures and protocols have affected service 
quality, which is defined as “the customer’s overall impression of the relative inferiority and 
superiority of the organization and its services” (Bitner & Hubbert, 1994, p. 77). Beach and 
Burns (1995) emphasized the need to prioritize service quality improvements in the hospitality 
industry, where the business environment is competitive. However, resources are often limited. 
When service quality is not met and customers are dissatisfied with the quality of service, they 
may spread negative word-of-mouth messages and switch service providers, causing unfavorable 
results for the hotel. On the other hand, the level of service satisfaction may create a positive 
impact on overall profitability, as a 5% reduction in service defection results in the generation of 
up to 85% profit (Reichheld & Sasser, 1990; Zeelenberg & Pieters, 2004). Managers should 
therefore know how to efficiently allocate resources (Albayrak & Caber, 2015). However, it is 
not an easy task to decide in which service dimension resources should be added or reduced, as 
service perception is highly subjective and is difficult to measure using a completely objective 
measurement scale. Thus, a systematic analysis was required, and SERVQUAL was introduced 
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in the early stages of the hospitality industry as a service assessment tool (Priskin, 2001). 
SERVQUAL measures service quality perceptions based on a comparison between quality 
expectation and perceived service in five dimensions: tangibles, responsiveness, assurance, 
reliability, and empathy (Curry & Sinclair, 2002). Even though SERVQUAL helps to measure 
service quality by specifying the service dimensions, many articles have argued that the method 
is insufficient in accomplishing the objective of efficient resource allocation and strategic 
planning (Buttle, 1996; Min & Min, 1997).   
Importance-Performance Analysis 
Definition and Usage of IPA 
In order to apply a more systematic and strategic technique to the service evaluation 
process in the hospitality industry, Parasuraman et al. (1988) suggested an alternative instrument 
to the SERVQUAL model called the Importance-Performance Analysis (IPA). IPA is a common 
technique used in fields such as tourism research to assign factors to different categories based 
on level of importance (Chu & Choi, 2000). The model was first developed by Martilla and 
James (1977) and was applied in auto dealerships to measure customer satisfaction. The IPA 
technique recognizes customer satisfaction based on two components: measured importance and 
performance of a product or service according to consumers. The combined ratings are 
interpreted and visually presented in four quadrants, onto which each different service or product 
attribute is plotted based on the measured values. The four quadrants are “keep up the good 
work,” “concentrate here,” “low priority,” and “possible overkill” (Williams & Neal, 1993). 
Often, instead of the four-quadrant approach, a diagonal approach is applied, which will be 
discussed later in this paper. When the four-quadrant approach is chosen, the measurement 
standard is narrowed down to either a data-centered method or a scale-centered method, which 
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changes the placement of attributes in the model depending on the choice of the standard 
(Albayrak & Caber, 2015). Since Martilla and James’ presentation of the first version of the 
method, IPA has been used as a basic diagnostic decision technique that enables strategic 
planning in operations by identifying areas of improvement and allowing for the allocation of 
limited resources where they are most needed (Johns, 2001; Levenburg & Magal, 2005). Shieh 
and Wu (2009) suggested that the IPA method of displaying attributes in four quadrants helps 
managers in the service industry to identify improvement prioritization and effective 
performance. Many studies have further explained that by using the IPA technique, managers 
can determine which product or service to focus on, and which areas are relatively less important 
in terms of decreasing costs (Frauman & Banks, 2010). The purpose of IPA is to provide 
managers an overall picture, as well as practical suggestions, through the identification of crucial 
attributes and data interpretation (Dwyer et al., 2012; Chu & Choi, 2000). In terms of 
accomplishing the described objective, Sethna (1982) claimed that the IPA technique is a valid 
and powerful tool. Thus, the use of IPA has been extended to various settings, including retail 
(Shieh & Wu, 2009), banks (Joseph et al., 2005), operations and engineering services (Slack, 
1994), financial services (Matzler et al., 2003), and tourism (Chu & Choi, 2000; Coghlan, 2012; 
Deng, 2007). From the early 1990s, the IPA technique has also gained popularity among 









Original IPA framework 
 
From “Importance-performance analysis,” by Martilla, J. A, and James, J. C., 1977, Journal of 
Marketing, 41(1), 77-79. 
 
IPA Benefits 
One of the advantages of IPA is that it is easy to understand (Bruyere et al., 2002). IPA 
does not require managers to have a high level of statistical knowledge to comprehend the 
technique, and for this reason, it has become a popular method for building management strategy 
(Taplin, 2012). Hansen and Bush (1999) explained that the reason IPA is so widely used to develop 
marketing strategies in the service industry is that the technique is effective and simple in 
evaluating existing strategies. The Sheraton Hotel reported the effectiveness of IPA in measuring 
and improving customer satisfaction (Lewis & Chambers, 1989). Another aspect of IPA is its cost 
efficiency, as it is inexpensive to interpret. IPA is suggested as an attractive option for managers 
who are constrained by budgets and time (Bruyere et al., 2002). Although it has been suggested 
that IPA to will offer a more sophisticated understanding of the data in future studies, in 
conjunction with enhanced methodologies, the model’s comparison between the strength and 




Despite its wide variety of uses, IPA has also been criticized for its conceptual and 
methodological issues. The first conceptual issue addressed in many studies is that there is no clear 
definition of the term “importance.” In general, the perceived value of a product or service to an 
individual consumer can be defined as importance. However, the term is ambiguous and imprecise 
in the survey setting, where respondents may be confused by its meaning (Chu & Choi, 2000). Oh 
(2001) claimed that the inconsistent definition of importance throughout the literature raises 
serious issues. Those issues weaken the validity and reliability of studies, especially in field survey 
settings (Dabestani et al., 2016). As implied by Martilla and James (1977), importance in IPA is 
believed to be closely related to the definition of expectation, insofar as both are antecedents of 
performance, and expectation was often interpreted as interchangeable with importance in past 
studies (Oh, 2001). Nonetheless, there is a difference in the definitions between the two concepts: 
expectation is referred to as a tolerated outcome, while importance is referred to as a desired 
outcome in perceived service quality (Oh, 2001). Like importance, the term “expectation” has also 
been criticized for its unclear definition, causing confusion among researchers regarding both 
concepts (Oh & Parks, 1997). In addition to this confusion, an importance measure must clearly 
reflect its specific meaning to prevent invalidity in the study (Lego & Shaw, 1992). It is difficult 
to set a clear definition of a term such as importance, because multiple definitions have been 
presented by different researchers in past studies. Confirmatory factor analysis indicates that 
importance is multidimensional in nature, and that different implications of definitions could be 
taken into consideration by users, depending on the conceptualization. Thus, the concept itself is 
a multidimensional construct (Jaccard et al., 1986). For example, with different measurement 
methods, at least five additional definitions of importance could be constructed (Jaccard et al., 
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1986). Some have argued that consumer satisfaction should be a core criterion when measuring 
attribute importance, since importance may be equated with consumer satisfaction. An underlying 
assumption is that the consumer believes the attribute will significantly affect the product if the 
attribute is perceived as important (Oliver, 1997). In the same vein, Carman (1990) used the term 
“importance” to refer to perceived importance and its impact on service quality.  
Another overlooked conceptual issue is the relationship between importance and 
performance in the IPA model. The traditional IPA technique was constructed under two 
assumptions: (1) there is an independent relationship between attribute performance and 
importance, and (2) this relationship is linear and symmetric (Deng et al., 2008). However, based 
on Eskildsen and Kristensen’s (2006) model, the independence between importance and 
performance was found to be invalid in certain circumstances. In another study, importance was 
found to be positively related to performance based on the theory of expectancy disconfirmation, 
as opposed to the assumption of independence. Using confirmatory factor analysis, the correlation 
between the two variables was found to be as high as 49%, which implies that the more important 
the perceived attribute, the more likely the performance will be perceived as favorable and 
satisfying (Oh & Parks, 1998). It is reasonable to assume that there is a positive correlation between 
attribute performance and the degree of perceived importance to the consumer. The problem is 
that the ultimate suggestions stemming from the IPA model could be affected by this relationship, 
thereby disrupting the result (Oh, 2001). Additionally, measuring importance and performance on 
different scales, which ignores the fact that they are not independent and are not correlated to each 
other, could lead to the ineffective spread of attributes across quadrants. Approximately 33 – 40% 
of tourism attributes were found to be placed in either one of two axes or very close to each other, 
rendering interpretation nearly impossible (Enright & Newton, 2004).   
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Methodological Concerns Surrounding IPA 
 In the application of IPA, the location of the discriminating thresholds that divide the model 
into quadrants has been a consistent issue (Bacon, 2003). The problem is that the optimal 
positioning of the thresholds could result in a completely different categorization of attributes and 
interpretation of the results (Oh, 2001). The manner in which attributes are marked on the 
quadrants has often led to questions about the reliability of the framework, because in the 
interpretation, attributes close to the borderline and those that are farther away are interpreted in 
the same way, providing uniform suggestions to managers. It is difficult to meet the desired level 
of confidence in the validity of interpretation, as even a slight change in the position of attributes 
close to the threshold could lead to a completely different interpretation. Because the unclear 
positioning of thresholds only intensifies the interpretation problem, many studies have addressed 
the need to distinguish between attributes in the same quadrant (Bacon, 2003; Wu & Shieh, 2009). 
Azzopardi and Nash (2013) argued that determining the threshold is a subjective matter, but Oh 
(2001) disagreed, explaining that a subjective location could cause inconsistent managerial 
suggestions regarding the attributes. Instead, Oh (2001) suggested the choice of either a data-
centered or a scale-centered approach. The data-centered method uses the observed ratings as a 
basis for determining cut-off points, whereas the scale-centered method uses a predetermined cut-
off point, which is the center point of the established scale (Azzopardi & Nash, 2013). In terms of 
the measurement of importance, two different approaches exist: (1) direct measures rated on 
various methods, such as a Likert scale, and (2) indirect measures based on relative importance 
instead of user-rated absolute importance. Under the indirect measure approach, statistical analysis 
such as regression coefficient is used to measure relative importance (Lai & Hitchcock, 2015). The 
direct measures are often believed to include social desirability bias and fatigue bias caused by 
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social norms (Azzopardi & Nash, 2013; Deng, 2007; Brooks et al., 2010). Neslin (1981) further 
supported the indirect method, contending that the statistically derived relative importance had 
superior predictive power when compared with the direct measure. However, according to Bacon 
(2003), the predictive power of direct measures is as effective as that of indirect measures, because 
the level of social bias is not high enough to weaken the predictability of direct measures. Oh 
(2001) suggested that a specific adjustment on the scale method that is aligned with the purpose 
of study is required to correctly interpret the results generated using the IPA technique. 
 
Table 2 
IPA Issues Criticized in Past Studies 
IPA Issues Issue Description Explained 
Conceptual Definition of importance Multidimensional nature of the terminology 
 
Unclear definition of the terminology causes 
confusion among research participants and disrupts 
the study results. 
 Relationship between importance & 
performance 
The relationship between the two variables is not 
independent. In fact, the variables are found to be 
positively correlated, and thus the ineffective spread 
of attributes on the IPA grid could occur. 
Methodological Interpretation of results Problematic way of interpreting attributes placed 
close in proximity. 
 
Questioning the way that attributes placed in the same 
quadrant are interpreted. 
 Discriminating threshold positioning Depending on the choice between data-centered and 
scale-centered, the position of the discriminating 
threshold is changeable, creating multiple 
interpretations of attributes. 
 Importance measurement Controversy on the choice between direct and indirect 
measures 
 
Indirect measures are recommended because they 
strengthen the predictive power and decrease bias in 
the measurement, but direct measures are found to be 






 The importance of segmentation to the recreation and tourism sectors has been emphasized 
in the literature (Etzel & Woodside, 1982). One of the ways to enhance the IPA technique is 
through the segmentation of respondents. Bruyere et al. (1996) posited that in order to ensure 
effective planning and an accurate interpretation of the collected data, segmentation of the user 
groups should be conducted in the data collection process. The author utilized a number of different 
scenarios to determine if the outcome is truly undesirable under the unsegmented condition and 
found resource allocation to be less effective. In addition to generating more accurate results, 
market segmentation is considered an effective method of addressing the validity and reliability 
issues inherent in the IPA technique (Smith & Tarrant, 2000). 
Framework Modification 
 The original framework of IPA, the four-quadrant model, is another aspect that has been 
discussed in much of the literature due to its questionable validity. Accordingly, modifications to 
the framework have been suggested. Instead of the original four quadrants, a diagonal line as a 
discriminating threshold has been developed. The line is at a 45-degree upward angle, representing 
attributes with equal importance and performance ratings. This modified framework, known as the 
iso-rating line, is integrated with a gap analysis, through which the difference between importance 
and performance rating scores determines the placement of attributes on the plot (Eskidsen & 
Kristensen, 2006). Some contend that the diagonal approach is more effective than the original 
IPA framework in identifying areas of concern (Azzopardi & Nash, 2013; Abalo et al., 2007). 
Bacon (2003) and Taplin (2012) recommended the diagonal approach due to the stable positioning 
of attributes and the reduction of the original two dimensions into one scale. This led to a change 
in the grid, dedicating the entire area above the line as “concentrate here” and leaving the 
remaining three quadrants to divide the area below the line (Abalo et al., 2007). However, an 
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enlargement of the “concentrate here” section caused a problem when the direct measure of 
attribute mean from respondents was adopted, as the mean values are uniformly high, and 
attributes could only be clustered in the “concentrate here” part as a result (Bacon, 2003). 
Subsequently, in order to address the clustering problem by having a wide spread attribute, a 
modified, flexible data-centered diagonal model was proposed. Developed with consideration of 
both market position and strategy, this model allowed the diagonal line to shift up and down or 
rotate based on the sufficiency of resources, which also helped to prevent attributes from clustering 
in one section (Lai and Hitchcock, 2015).    
 
Figure 3  
Iso-rating Framework 
 
From “Enhancing importance-performance analysis,” by Eskidsen, J. K., & Kristensen, K, 2006, 
International Journal of Productivity and Performance Management, 55(1), 40-60 
 
Optimal Threshold    
 Another way to improve the deficiencies of IPA is through careful determination of an 
optimal threshold and the choice of a measurement scale standard. As previously explained, the 
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selection between a data-centered and a scale-centered method heavily affects threshold 
positioning. In the IPA literature, an adjustment of the crosshair has been proposed to achieve 
narrower recognition of priorities and a higher standard of results interpretation (Hollenhorst et al., 
1992; Guadagnolo, 1985). Oh (2001) preferred the scale-centered method due to its transparency 
and the simpler description of the results. When the data-centered method is adopted and actual 
means are used, the range of the original scale is truncated (Azzopardi & Nash, 2013). However, 
the data-centered approach is as clear and valid as the scale-centered method if the scale truncation 
is explained in the interpretation step (Oh, 2001). Many past studies have found that the data-
centered method is frequently used in a situation which derives importance implicitly by regression 
analysis or correlation analysis (Eskildsen & Kristensen, 2006). Azzopardi and Nash (2013) 
revealed in their literature review that nine out of 13 studies had used the data-centered method. 
An additional drawback of using the scale-centered method is that it tends to skew the results by 
producing high importance ratings for all attributes (Sever, 2015). 
Importance Measurement 
When the scale standard is adopted, a revised IPA technique that uses implicit importance, 
such as a regression coefficient instead of a user-rated direct measure, has been employed to 
overcome the original IPA’s unclear definition of importance (Bacon, 2003). The concept of 
implicit importance incorporates attribute performance into the definition of importance, as they 
are in a symmetric and linear relationship and are thus not independent of each other (Deng et al., 
2008). Simple correlation and multiple regression coefficients are used to measure implicit 
importance (Bacon, 2003). According to Garver (2002), an implicit importance derived using 
statistical measures can prevent attributes from grouping into a single IPA quadrant.  
On the other hand, direct ratings are considered superior to implicit importance for the 
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following reasons: they provide more stable importance weight, and they are the preferred method 
among respondents (Bottomley et al., 2000). Researchers have noted that statistically derived 
importance using coefficients and correlation is conflicting and dynamic, whereas stated 
importance is stable (Magal et al., 2009; Mikulic et al., 2012). In fact, most studies have adopted 
a direct way of measuring importance based on the reported ratings, with direct rating on a Likert 
scale the most common approach (Oliver, 1997; Abalo et al., 2007). When the direct rating method 
is adopted, it is important to first identify whether the study seeks to measure the relative 
importance, such as level and strength, or the absolute importance, such as positivity and negativity, 
of the attributes. If the response is meant to reflect the relative importance among attributes, then 
a unidirectional scale fits the model. Otherwise, in the case of absolute importance, a bi-directional 
scale makes more sense (Oh, 2001). Once the actual importance is decided, the mean values of the 
importance and performance ratings are used to specify the thresholds (Dwyer et al., 2012; Oh, 
2001). Following the choice of measurement scale, terms such as importance and performance are 
defined. 
Defining Importance  
As discussed in section delineating the conceptual defects of IPA, it is important to provide 
clear definitions of importance and performance in order to ensure accurate predictive validity 
(Baker & Crompton, 2000). To avoid bias and inconsistency, there should be no misunderstanding 
among survey respondents regarding the definition of importance. In this sense, an attribute’s 
importance can be assessed based on the degree of that attribute’s impact on hotel selection, and 
its performance can be assessed based on respondents’ level of satisfaction. There is no one right 
way of performing the IPA technique, and past studies have recommended the use of combined 
methods that best suit the unique objectives of a given study. It has been recommended that the 
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choice of framework, optimal threshold, scale standard, measurement method, and definition of 









       
 
  
    





The impact of the coronavirus on the hospitality industry has been severe. Past examples 
of disasters, such as SARS and 9/11, have illustrated that regaining consumer confidence and 
establishing efficient cost control methods are effective recovery techniques for the industry. In 
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meant to help hotels regain consumer confidence in the key areas of health and safety. An 
assessment of the measures from a consumer perspective is necessary to determine efficient cost 
control for hotels, and the IPA technique was selected as an assessment tool in this study. An 
analysis of IPA and recommended modifications to the technique was reviewed in this chapter to 





This exploratory study aims to provide an analysis of guests’ perceptions of the importance 
and the performance of hotel safety measures implemented to address the effects of coronavirus 
on the hotel industry. The IPA technique is adopted as an assessment tool to evaluate user 
perceptions of each safety measure, and to visually represent the results on a grid. Using the IPA 
approach, this study was able to provide deeper insight into consumer perceptions, improvement 
prioritization of operational areas, and practical resource allocation. This chapter primarily 
discusses survey questionnaire development, the data collection procedure, sampling method, 
methodological evaluation, and the method analysis of the collected data. 
Research Questions 
The following questions are answered in this study: 
RQ1: What are the various initiatives deployed by hoteliers to prevent COVID-19 outbreaks at 
their respective properties? 
RQ2: What is the relative perceived importance of such initiatives for potential hotel guests? 
RQ3: What is the perceived level of guest satisfaction for such initiatives among hotel guests who 
experienced a hotel stay where preventive measures were implemented? 
RQ4: Which COVID-19-related measures should hoteliers focus more intently on and invest in 
accordingly? 
Procedures and Assessment Instrument Development 
There were two main phases in the development of the survey for this study. First, a 
thorough review of related literature was carried out to identify safety measures and protocols that 
were being introduced or revised due to the pandemic. An initial set of questions was developed 
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based on the review of related literature. A pilot test was then conducted to further improve the 
validity of the questionnaire, and to avoid possible misinterpretation of the survey. 
In the first phase, attributes for the survey were identified from various sources, including 
hotel websites, health guidelines, and lodging magazines. A total of 42 attributes were narrowed 
down to a final master list, all of which are recommended by the AHLA and government entities, 
and were confirmed to have been implemented at hotel properties. Using a 7-point Likert scale, a 
set of importance and satisfaction questions were formulated to determine respondents’ perceived 
importance of the listed attributes, as well as their satisfaction with each attribute (if indeed 
experienced during a hotel stay). The measurement scales for importance and performance were 
adopted from the studies of Hollenhorst et al. (1992). 
A pilot test was then carried out to ensure that the safety measures described in the 
questions were easy to interpret, and that no particular pandemic-related hotel safety measure was 
overlooked. In this step, a non-probability convenience sampling of those accessible to the 
researchers, as well as a number of industry experts in the hospitality field, were asked to answer 
the survey questions and measure the importance and performance of the 42 attributes included in 
the draft survey. Additionally, participants were asked to provide feedback on any question or 
attribute that was confusing or difficult to interpret. The wording of the survey attribute statements 
was revised based on the feedback received. All question items were deemed appropriate for use 
and were retained. 
After improving the overall survey through the pilot test, the main survey was finalized. 
The survey for the main study consisted of five components: the purpose of the study (attached 
with the consent form), screening questions, measurement of importance, demographic questions, 
and performance rating (see Appendix B), followed by the risk susceptibility questions at the end. 
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In addition to the importance and performance ratings on the measures, respondents were asked to 
answer certain questions that measured how sensitive they were to the risk. The purpose of this 
study was explained in the beginning of the survey, and participants could proceed with the survey 
once they had completed the consent form. In the screening stage, participants were required to 
indicate if they had stayed at a hotel or any short-term rentals in the past six months. If the answer 
was no to both options, they were excluded from the usable data. In the third part of the 
questionnaire, in which participants measured the importance and performance of attributes, the 
terminology was defined to clearly reflect the objectives of the study and eliminate confusion 
regarding the questions. Specifically, participants were instructed to rate the provision of attributes 
rather than the attributes themselves. For example, instead of asking, “How important is remote 
check-out to you?” the question was reformatted as, “How important is the hotel’s provision of 
remote check-out in your hotel selection?” so as to be more specific in communicating the 
researcher’s intention. Between the evaluations of the importance and performance measures, 
participants were asked to provide demographic information to allow for later segmentation of the 
responses in the IPA grid. Demographic questions included age range, gender, ethnicity, and 
whether the respondent was a domestic or international tourist. To measure performance, the 
survey asked participants to rate the satisfaction level of each attribute. Hence, in order to minimize 
stereotypical errors and bias, the importance and performance measures of each attribute were 
separately rated. To further separate these measurements, participants were asked the demographic 
questions in between the importance rating and the performance rating. Several attention check 
questions were inputted in the survey to ensure respondents were paying attention to the survey, 
and these questions directed respondents to choose specific answers. If respondents failed to 
answer any of the attention check questions properly, they were excluded from the data. For the 
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measurement scale, a 7-point Likert scale was adopted, 7 representing “very important/satisfied” 
and 1 representing “very unimportant/dissatisfied.” Considering the fact that the study sought to 
measure relative importance rather than absolute importance, the unidirectional scale was adopted. 
In the final part of the survey, participants were asked to rate four statements indicating how likely 
they were to engage in certain activities and behaviors. This was also measured using a 7-point 
Likert scale, and the statements were directly adopted from Weber’s scale of conventional risk 
attitude. Respondents were classified as risk-seeking, meaning relatively low susceptibility to risk, 
if the score on the scale was more than one standard deviation above the mean. If the score was 
more than one standard deviation below the mean, individuals were classified as risk averse, 
meaning relatively high susceptibility to risk. If the score was in between the range of risk seeking 
and risk averse, then respondents on the scale were classified as a neutral risk (Weber et al., 2002). 
Data Collection 
Sampling Method 
This study used convenience sampling as the sampling method. An online survey was 
created using the Qualtrics online survey design platform, and the survey was distributed via 
Amazon M-turk, a service designed to help individuals or businesses perform various tasks. One 
of the functions of M-turk is that it allows a researcher to distribute a survey and collect a desired 
amount of data by offering monetary compensation to respondents. The targeted study participants 
were those who had stayed at a hotel or short-term rentals, such as Airbnb, since the reopening of 
the properties following coronavirus closures. Two separate question sheets were prepared – one 
for hotel guests, and another for short-term rental service users – and respondents were directed to 
the appropriate question sheet depending on their particular experience. The survey for the short-
term rental users was designed to be an exact copy of the hotel survey questions, except that it 
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excluded hotel-related measures and included an additional, open-ended question at the beginning, 
asking why the respondent preferred the short-term rental option to a hotel. Those with no such 
experience following the reopening were excluded using the screening question. For segmentation 
purposes, the target population was identified to fall into one of two categories: domestic tourist 
or international tourist. In determining an appropriate main study sample size, a 1:4 ratio of the 
number of attributes to the number of responses was adopted as the minimum level (Rummel, 
1970). Although statistical confidence increases as the sample size increases, this minimum 
acceptable ratio of 1:4 was adopted as an alternative due to time and budget constraints.          
Reliability and Validity of Methodologies 
 The research design and data collection methodologies of this study follow the IPA 
research guidelines provided by Lai and Hitchcock (2015), who suggest validating the content of 
the survey, such as wording of items, and constructing the overall flow of the survey before data 
distribution. The pilot test is used to validate the content, formulating the context of the survey and 
ensuring that all attributes receive equal attention, which collectively helps to build the survey 
instrument (Chen et al., 2016). The pilot test is also conducted to minimize possible 
misunderstandings and misinterpretations (O’Leary & Deegan, 2005). For the acceptable 
participant numbers in the main study, the ratio of the number of attributes to the number of 
responses varies between 1:4 and 1:20, depending on the author’s choice. However, it is suggested 
that the ratio should not be below 1:4 (Rummel, 1970; Kline, 2011). In terms of the validity of the 
survey format, online surveys have not been found to be significantly different from in-person 
surveys (Litvin & Kar, 2001). For example, Sheng et al. (2014) distributed an online survey about 
resident perceptions of park attributes and realized a successful response rate. For the construction 
and flow of the questionnaire, several suggestions from past studies were taken into consideration. 
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In order to address the challenge of determining whether importance expresses a negative or 
positive inclination, the questions about importance were reformatted so that participants would 
rate the provision of an attribute (Bruyere & Vaske, 2002). In terms of the scale, a 7-point Likert 
scale was chosen instead of a 5-point scale, because in many recent tourism studies, the 7-point 
scale is considered the more up-to-date method (Chen, 2014; Taplin, 2012). Hence, a 7-point 
Likert scale was found to be more reliable in the gap analysis based on the comparison between 
the Cronbach’s alpha value of a 7-point scale and that of a 5-point scale (Lai & Hitchcock, 2015). 
To determine whether to label all of the scale points or only the endpoints of 1 and 7, their impacts 
on respondent bias and response error were compared. By labeling all of the scale points, both the 
extreme response style (ERS), which favors or avoids answering extreme intervals, and the 
misresponse to reversed items (MR) tendencies were found to be decreased. Finally, in the scale 
setup, a unidirectional approach was selected, as the objective of the study is to examine relative 
importance, such as the level and strength of each attribute, rather than absolute importance, such 
as good or bad (Oh, 2001). 
Data Analysis 
Step 1 - Descriptive Statistics & Reliability test 
The overall procedure for the data analysis is based on the research design proposed by Lai 
and Hitchcock (2015). In the first step of data analysis, descriptive data, such as the mean and 
standard deviation of the attributes, were calculated using SPSS. Additional demographic data 
about participants, including age range, ethnicity, and gender, were identified in the descriptive 
statistics, which were later used to segment the participants and visually represent them on the IPA 
grid. To confirm the normality of attribute distribution, a normality test was performed using SPSS. 
As suggested by Lai and Hitchcock (2015), one or two variables may be eliminated if they are not 
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normally distributed and the elimination does not change the structural model. The researcher may 
decide whether to retain the attribute and perform bootstrapping if the distribution is non-normal 
or eliminate the attributes to acquire normal distribution. Skewness and kurtosis values were 
investigated to check the normality distribution. A cut-off value established that the attributes 
should not exceed 3 for the skewness and 10 for the kurtosis (Kline, 2011). Generally, it is 
recommended that the validity of the study be checked to determine how carefully the construct 
of the study was designed, and whether the results can be appropriately inferred (Cohen et al., 
1992). As a method, an exploratory factor analysis (EFA) or a component factor analysis (CFA) 
is performed. However, in this study, there was no need to create extra correlated variables, as they 
were already identified and grouped into distinct dimensions, which are the steps in the guest cycle. 
Accordingly, the EFA was not performed. However, the reliability test was considered necessary. 
For the reliability test between each attribute, a common measure known as Cronbach’s alpha was 
employed. A Cronbach’s alpha value greater than 0.70 was considered reliable in terms of internal 
consistency (Lai & Hitchcock, 2015). 
Step 2 - IPA Analysis 
 After eliminating abnormal attributes and verifying the validity and reliability of the 
construct and measurement procedure, the third step involved an IPA analysis. In this study, two 
different IPA models – traditional IPA and a gap analysis on the flexible diagonal model – were 
adopted to improve the overall deficits of the IPA technique, which have been noted in past studies. 
Gap analysis was used to calculate the difference in mean score between attribute performance 
and importance and rank each attribute from highest to lowest depending on how large the 
difference is: in other words, how much “stretch” exists from the diagonal reference line. The 
ranking from the gap analysis identifies which attribute to focus on by prioritizing all attributes 
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based on ranking. If an attribute is a greater distance from the diagonal line, then the difference in 
mean score between importance and corresponding performance is larger, and that attribute is 
accorded a higher priority in terms of focus. A flexible diagonal model was used to compare the 
result of attribute positioning on the grid with the traditional four-quadrant model. Although the 
two models differ in their grid frameworks, both have their roots in the IPA technique developed 
by Martilla and James (1977) and allow the researcher to formulate more comprehensive and 
detailed analyses through different interpretations produced by each revised approach. Traditional 
IPA can be either data-centered or scale-centered, depending on the criteria used to determine the 
crosshair points of the four quadrants. In the traditional IPA approach, a data-centered method is 
employed. Thus, the actual means of importance and performance ratings from the survey were 
used to determine the crosshair points on the grid. The top-left corner, where performance is lower 
than importance, is the “concentrate here” quadrant. Based on a comparison between the level of 
measured importance and performance, the remaining region of the grid is divided into three 
quadrants: “possible overkill,” “keep up the good work,” and “low priority” (Martilla & James, 
1977). 
For the flexible diagonal model, originally the diagonal line represented the point at which 
performance and importance were equal (x = y) when the scale-centered method of determining 
crosshair is adopted with performance on the x-axis and importance on the y-axis. However, as 
the name suggests, the flexible model was redeveloped to align with the data-centered method, 
and the diagonal reference line was determined by the actual means of performance and importance. 
Therefore, the equation x = y was no longer applicable in the flexible model. Attributes plotted 
above the line are interpreted the same as the “concentrate here” quadrant from the original IPA 
grid, and any attributes below the line may correspond to any of the other three quadrants (Chang 
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& Yang, 2008). However, a flexible adjustment to the model is available, as the diagonal line can 
be moved upward to reduce attributes placed in the “concentrate here” quadrant, or downward to 
allow for more attributes in the quadrant. In consideration of resource availability, the diagonal 
line can be modified accordingly (Lai & Hitchcock, 2015). 
To identify whether the gap between the measured importance of the attributes and their 
respective performance is significant, a paired t-test was implemented. The purpose of the gap 
analysis was to confirm if there is a significant difference between the importance mean and the 
corresponding performance mean. If the gap was not identified, which means the p-value is higher 
than 0.05, that attribute was excluded from the ranking. 
 
Figure 5 
Flexible Data-centered Diagonal Model 
    
From “Importance–performance analysis in tourism: A framework for researchers,” by Lai, I. K. 






 This chapter discusses the descriptive statistics and IPA analysis of the data collected. 
Following a brief explanation of the results of the data collection procedure, such as feedback 
from the pilot test and the response rate of the main study, this chapter then discusses the data 
analysis steps, which are normality and reliability checks, and provides an analysis of the 
descriptive and demographic data, followed by a visual presentation of the attributes on a 
traditional IPA grid and a diagonal model. To help improve statistical accuracy, a paired t-test 
was adopted to measure the significance of the difference between importance and performance 
instead of using direct subtraction to determine the difference between importance and 
performance for each attribute. 
Results 
 The online survey was distributed to 30 individuals and three industry experts for the 
pilot test. Thirty individuals were asked by the researcher and agreed to take the survey for the 
research purpose. Industry experts included those who had been in the hospitality industry more 
than 10 years. The survey results from the pilot test were not included in the usable data, as the 
pilot test was conducted for the express purpose of providing feedback. Based on the feedback 
given, the following revisions were made before proceeding to the distribution of the main study: 
renaming of some attributes, addition of attention check questions, and the rewording of a few 
questions due to the confusion surrounding interpretations. For the main study, the online survey 
was distributed through Amazon M-turk. A total of 615 surveys were distributed. Out of a total 
615 respondents, the number of respondents who had short-term rental experiences and 
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completed a corresponding separate survey was only 50. The ratio between the number of 
completed hotel surveys and short-term rental surveys was almost 11:1, which implies a very 
low volume of short-term rental users during the pandemic. Because the sample size for short-
term rental users did not meet the minimum acceptable level, these responses were disregarded 
and were not further analyzed. When counting the usable data for hotel users, 245 of the 
responses were excluded from the total number of 565 responses due to responses to screening 
questions, attention check questions, and lack of required detail in response to open-ended 
question. As a result, a total number of 320 (56.6%) responses were considered usable data for 
the analysis. 
 After cleansing the collected data and finalizing the total number of 320 acceptable 
responses, data normality and reliability checks were conducted. Lai and Hitchcock (2015) 
argued that a justification on data normality in the IPA studies can improve the validity of the 
results and ensure a high-quality outcome. Accordingly, out of 320 acceptable response, 10 were 
removed because they were outliers that caused high levels of skewness and kurtosis. The 
removed data were found to be consistent outliers for almost every attribute. A normality test 
was once again conducted after removing the 10 outliers, and the resulting skewness and kurtosis 
levels met the conditions of the cut-off values. For the reliability test, in order to measure internal 
consistency between attributes, Cronbach’s alpha for 42 attributes was measured, and the value 
was 0.964, which is higher than the cut-off value of 0.70.   
 Demographic data consists of age, number of stays in hotels during the pandemic, gender, 
purpose of visit, frequency of hotel stays, classification of respondents as either domestic or 
international tourists, and the class of hotel respondents stayed at during the pandemic. 
 One hundred fifty seven respondents, accounting for 50.6% of the total, stayed at a hotel 
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twice after June 2020, 22.3% stayed once, 15.2% stayed more than three times, and 11.9% 
stayed three times. Two hundred fifteen of 310 respondents, which is 69.4% of the total, were 
between 25 and 34 years of age. Those between 35 and 44 years of age accounted for the next 
largest age group, representing 13.9% of the total. Respondents older than 55 years of age 
accounted for the smallest group, representing 3.2% of the total. Regarding gender, 66.8% of 
participants were male, and the remaining 33.2% were female. Of the total respondents, 58.1% 
visited a hotel for business purposes, whereas 26.8% visited for leisure purposes, while only 
15.2% were visiting friends or relatives. Among respondents, 59.4% classified themselves as 
domestic tourists, and the remaining 40.6% classified themselves as international tourists. In 
terms of the class of hotel respondents visited, upper midscale, upscale, and upper upscale share 
relatively similar response percentages, at 24.5%. 24.8%, and 23.9%, respectively. The midscale 
or economy category only accounted for 8.1% of the total. 
 
Table 3 
Demographic Profile from Survey Respondents (N=310)      
Variables Value N % 
Number of Stay Once 69 22.3% 
 Twice 157 50.6% 
 Three times 37 11.9% 
 More than three times 47 15.2% 
Age 18 – 24 years old 26 8.4% 
 25 – 34 years old 215 69.4& 
 35 – 44 years old 43 13.9% 
 45 – 54 years old 16 5.2% 
 Older than 55 years old 10 3.2% 
Gender Male 207 66.8% 
 Female 103 33.2% 
Purpose of Visit Business 180 58.1% 
 Leisure 83 26.8% 
 Visiting friends or relatives 47 15.2% 
Frequency of Visit 1-2 times per year 81 26.1% 
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 3-6 times per year 166 53.5% 
 7-12 times per year 52 16.8% 
 More than 12 times per year 11 3.5% 
Classification Domestic tourist 184 59.4% 
 International tourist 126 40.6% 
Class of Hotel Midscale or economy 25 8.1% 
 Upper midscale 76 24.5% 
 Upscale 77 24.8% 
 Upper upscale 74 23.9% 
 Luxury 58 18.7% 
 
 For the open-ended questions, respondents were asked to describe their feelings toward 
staying in a hotel during the pandemic in one word. Based on a word frequency analysis of text 
responses using Excel, the top-ranked words were “fear,” with 63 responses, “good,” with 40 
responses, and “safe,” with 35 responses. There were other answers, such as “scary” and 
“uncomfortable,” but the word “fear” was used the most by respondents, accounting for 20% of 
the total responses in describing their feelings toward their hotel stay.  
 
Figure 6 









Fear Good Safe nervous cautious Afraid others
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 The descriptive data, including each attribute’s mean score of importance and 
performance, demonstrated that all attributes were positioned in the high score range, indicating 
that all attributes were considered important by respondents. However, there was a difference 
between each attribute in terms of relative importance. Similarly, the mean scores for 
performance were overall high, but the number of data used for analysis was different for each 
attribute. This was attributable to the fact that not all attributes were experienced by the 
respondents. An answer choice of “Did not experience” was included in the survey scale in case 
the respondent did not experience a particular attribute, and every attribute had some number of 
respondents who had not experienced it.  The “Mobile web-based payment” attribute had the 
least number of “Did not experience” responses, with a total of 11 excluded responses. On the 
other hand, the “Electrostatic sprayer in the lobby” attribute had the greatest number of excluded 
responses, with 63 in total. SPSS regarded “Did not experience” as missing values, and thus, the 
mean score was calculated without those values. Comparing the mean score between four 
questions that measure risk sensitivity, all questions shared a similar range of mean scores, which 
represents relatively neutral sensitivity to the risk.   
 
Table 4 
Actual Means of Every Attributes (n = 310) 
Group Attribute     Imp Mean SD Perf Mean SD 
Pre-arrival COVID-19 information update on hotel’s website 5.67 1.177 6.05 1.113 
Flexible cancellation / Cancellation fee waivers 5.88 1.042 5.92 1.119 
Having a policy of 24-hour mandatory room vacancy 
before next guest checks-in a room 
5.79 1.171 6.00 1.133 
Having a reputable certification of housekeeping 
services 
5.94 1.029 6.13 0.949 
Mobile or web-based payment 5.62 1.187 6.04 1.034 
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Mobile or web-based registry 5.72 1.186 6.08 1.081 
Having knowledge that hotel employees had Covid-19 
health training 
5.81 1.116 6.07 1.094 
Having knowledge that employees get health screening 5.95 1.058 6.06 1.152 
Having knowledge that the hotel uses UVC light 
sanitation 
5.64 1.142 5.93 1.169 
Having knowledge that the hotel uses hospital-grade 
disinfectant 
5.84 1.093 6.00 1.075 
Knowledge of hotel having improved HVAC filtration 
(heating, ventilation, & air conditioning) 
5.85 1.098 6.06 1.049 
Arrival Employees having personal protective equipment such 
as masks 
5.99 1.061 6.39 0.860 
Hotel offering free face masks for guests 5.98 1.032 6.20 1.007 
Availability of hand washing stations 6.00 1.066 6.20 0.917 
Availability of health & hygiene signage on property 6.04 1.056 6.25 0.896 
Social distancing markers 5.96 1.119 6.29 0.952 
Having physical barriers, e.g. Plexiglass at the front 
desk 
5.76 1.113 6.12 1.055 
Thermal imaging cameras at main entrance 5.53 1.402 6.06 1.137 
UV sterilizer machine in lobby 5.60 1.352 5.98 1.126 
Electrostatic sprayer in the lobby 5.69 1.339 6.15 1.102 
Contactless check-in 5.85 1.114 6.17 1.048 
occupancy In-room hand sanitizer 5.82 1.145 6.24 1.038 
Personal care amenity kit in the guestroom 5.79 1.107 6.13 0.943 
Availability of emergency medical technician on the 
hotel premises 
5.61 1.384 6.04 1.028 
Disposable menu in hotel restaurant 5.70 1.282 6.12 1.154 
Providing housekeeping service only upon request 5.77 1.194 6.17 0.936 
Keyless entry to room 5.67 1.215 6.11 1.064 
Air purifier in the guestroom 5.61 1.279 5.98 1.095 
Online chatting service with front desk 5.60 1.320 6.08 1.008 
QR codes & applications in the hotel restaurant 5.48 1.416 5.97 1.085 
24/7 e-concierge service - chatting application 5.49 1.281 6.05 1.019 
Individual room climate control system using personal 
mobile device 
5.42 1.282 6.05 0.920 
Social distancing of shared spaces, e.g. fitness center & 
pools 
5.84 1.094 5.95 1.049 
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Availability of voice-assistants such as Alexa in the 
guestroom 
5.38 1.458 5.90 1.032 
Availability of room service via mobile app or voice-
assistant 
5.45 1.345 5.94 1.021 
Access to pre-packaged food (to go bag) in lieu of hotel 
buffet 
5.55 1.093 5.97 1.049 
Access to coffee/tea in the guestroom 5.50 1.269 6.07 1.085 
Access to a refrigerator in the room 5.73 1.150 6.14 0.992 
Access to a microwave in the room 5.82 1.120 6.13 1.063 
Departure Mobile check-out 5.63 1.133 6.21 0.900 
Ability to review guest folio via TV or mobile app 5.57 1.264 6.11 1.031 
Free on-site testing before the guest departure 5.57 1.353 6.05 0.976 
 
Table 5      
Actual Means of Risk Sensitivities (N = 310) 
Questions N Mean Std. Deviation 
Risk Sensitivity Q1 310 4.18 1.919 
Risk Sensitivity Q2 310 3.92 2.160 
Risk Sensitivity Q3 310 4.23 2.054 
Risk Sensitivity Q4 310 4.69 1.803 
Note. Risk sensitivity Q1 = Consuming five or more servings of alcohol in a single evening, Q2 = Not wearing a 
seatbelt when being a passenger in the front seat, Q3 = Walking home alone at night in a somewhat unsafe area of 
town, Q4 = Exposing yourself to the sun without using sunscreen. 
 
  
Based on the mean score of each attribute, an IPA plot was made, and the attributes were 
visually presented on the four-quadrant grid. The crosshair point was determined by the mean 
score rather than the median value of the scale. The grid displayed performance on the x-axis, 
where the value increases from left to right. Importance was displayed on the y-axis, where the 
value increases from bottom to top. Attributes that were highly satisfied by respondents and 
perceived as highly important in the purchase decision were “keep up the good work,” and if 
attributes were low in both criteria, they were categorized as “low priority.” If attributes were 
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perceived as important but the hotel did not provide satisfactory performance, then they were 
categorized as “concentrate here.” If it was other way around, where performance was 
satisfactory but the attribute was relatively less important, it was categorized as “possible 
overkill.” Attributes were named after the guest cycle stages each of them were classified into, 
which are pre-arrival, arrival, occupancy, and departure. Looking at some of the attribute 
positioning in each quadrant, among other attributes plotted in the “concentrate here” quadrant, 
the “Flexible cancellation” attribute has the lowest performance rating. In the “low priority” 
quadrant, “Availability of voice assistants, such as Alexa, in the guestroom” was perceived as 
least important and satisfied among the others. In the “possible overkill” quadrant, “Ability to 
review guest folio via TV or mobile app” was least important among the other attributes, and 
“Mobile check-out” had the highest performance in that quadrant. Finally, in the “keep up the 
good work” quadrant, “Availability of health & hygiene signage on property” recorded the 
highest importance rating compared to other 41 other attributes, and “Employees having personal 
protective equipment such as masks” recorded the highest performance rating.  
In addition to the data-centered, four-quadrant model, attributes were plotted on the diagonal 
model, which was modified from the original four-quadrant model to compare the results. To 
perform the paired sample t-test, importance and performance mean scores for each attribute 
were paired, and the result of importance means subtracted from performance means was 
formulated. Attributes with a p-value above 0.05 were excluded and were not further analyzed 
under the gap analysis, as there were no significant differences between the means. Removed 
attributes from the ranking were “Flexible cancellation / Cancellation fee waivers,” “Having a 
policy of 24-hour mandatory room vacancy,” “Having knowledge that employees receive health 
screenings,” and “Social distancing of shared spaces, e.g., fitness center & pools.” The first 
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ranking in terms of the largest gap between performance and corresponding importance mean is 
the “Access to coffee/tea in the guestroom” attribute, and the last rank among other attributes is 
“Individual room climate control system using personal mobile device,” with a gap in the mean 
value of 0.066. An enlargement of the “concentrate here” quadrant through the diagonal model 
allows “Having knowledge that the hotel uses UVC light sanitation” to be included in the 
“concentrate here” part, which originally belonged to the “low priority” quadrant in the 
traditional IPA model. Additionally, nine more attributes were added to the “concentrate here” 
quadrant from the “keep up the good work” quadrant. Comparing the attribute plotting in the 
four-quadrant model against the diagonal model, the majority of occupancy attributes were 
plotted in the “low priority” quadrant in both models, as well as “Mobile check-out” and “Ability 
to review guest folio via TV or mobile app” attributes from the departure grouping. 










Mean t-value Sig 
COVID-19 information update on hotel’s website 6.05 5.67 0.393 5.549 0.000 4 
Flexible cancellation / Cancellation fee waivers 5.92 5.88 0.062 0.835 0.404 X 
Having a policy of 24-hour mandatory room vacancy before next guest checks-in a room 6.00 5.79 0.151 1.951 0.052 X 
Having a reputable certification of housekeeping services 6.13 5.94 0.145 2.130 0.034 30 
Mobile or web-based payment 6.04 5.62 0.421 5.937 0.000 3 
Mobile or web-based registry 6.08 5.72 0.343 4.210 0.000 11 
Having knowledge that hotel employees had Covid-19 health training 6.07 5.81 0.240 3.091 0.002 19 
Having knowledge that employees get health screening 6.06 5.95 0.082 1.167 0.244 x 
Having knowledge that the hotel uses UVC light sanitation 5.93 5.64 0.223 3.345 0.001 22 
Having knowledge that the hotel uses hospital-grade disinfectant 6.00 5.84 0.196 2.433 0.016 26 
Knowledge of hotel having improved HVAC filtration (heating, ventilation, & air 
conditioning) 
6.06 5.85 0.219 2.944 0.004 23 
Employees having personal protective equipment such as masks 6.39 5.99 0.389 7.315 0.000 5 
Hotel offering free face masks for guests 6.20 5.98 0.186 2.496 0.013 29 
Availability of hand washing stations 6.20 6.00 0.213 3.218 0.001 24 
Availability of health & hygiene signage on property 6.25 6.04 0.204 2.845 0.005 25 
Social distancing markers 6.29 5.96 0.331 5.106 0.000 13 
Having physical barriers, e.g. Plexiglass at the front desk 6.12 5.76 0.371 5.492 0.000 7 
Thermal imaging cameras at main entrance 6.06 5.53 0.349 4.222 0.000 10 
UV sterilizer machine in lobby 5.98 5.60 0.239 3.057 0.002 20 
Electrostatic sprayer in the lobby 6.15 5.69 0.271 3.640 0.000 16 
Contactless check-in 6.17 5.85 0.312 3.999 0.000 14 
In-room hand sanitizer 6.24 5.82 0.362 5.534 0.000 9 
Personal care amenity kit in the guestroom 6.13 5.79 0.280 3.908 0.000 15 
Availability of emergency medical technician on the hotel premises 6.04 5.61 0.241 2.971 0.003 18 
Disposable menu in hotel restaurant 6.12 5.70 0.086 3.636 0.000 32 
Providing housekeeping service only upon request 6.17 5.77 0.075 4.897 0.000 34 
Keyless entry to room 6.11 5.67 0.074 5.132 0.000 35 
Air purifier in the guestroom 5.98 5.61 0.070 2.859 0.005 37 
Online chatting service with front desk 6.08 5.60 0.080 3.296 0.001 33 
QR codes & applications in the hotel restaurant 5.97 5.48 0.087 3.194 0.002 31 
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24/7 e-concierge service - chatting application 6.05 5.49 0.071 5.227 0.000 36 
Individual room climate control system using personal mobile device 6.05 5.42 0.066 6.394 0.000 38 
Social distancing of shared spaces, e.g. fitness center & pools 5.95 5.84 0.067 1.592 0.112 x 
Availability of voice-assistants such as Alexa in the guestroom 5.90 5.38 0.187 2.387 0.018 28 
Availability of room service via mobile app or voice-assistant 5.94 5.45 0.237 3.120 0.002 21 
Access to pre-packaged food (to go bag) in lieu of hotel buffet 5.97 5.55 0.341 4.703 0.000 12 
Access to coffee/tea in the guestroom 6.07 5.50 0.541 6.658 0.000 1 
Access to a refrigerator in the room 6.14 5.73 0.387 5.645 0.000 6 
Access to a microwave in the room 6.13 5.82 0.265 3.956 0.000 17 
Mobile check-out 6.21 5.63 0.537 8.864 0.000 2 
Ability to review guest folio via TV or mobile app 6.11 5.57 0.364 5.076 0.000 8 
Free on-site testing before the guest departure 6.05 5.57 0.191 2.658 0.008 27 
Note. Attributes marked X means disregarded values in the Gap analysis as they were too close to the crosshair line. 
Table 7 
Gap analysis organized by ranking 
Attribute Group Ranking 
Access to coffee/tea in the guestroom Occupancy 1 
Mobile check-out Departure 2 
Mobile or web-based payment Pre-arrival 3 
COVID-19 information update on hotel’s website Pre-arrival 4 
Employees having personal protective equipment such as masks Arrival 5 
Access to a refrigerator in the room Occupancy 6 
Having physical barriers, e.g. Plexiglass at the front desk Arrival 7 
Ability to review guest folio via TV or mobile app Departure 8 
In-room hand sanitizer Occupancy 9 
Thermal imaging cameras at main entrance Arrival 10 
Mobile or web-based registry Pre-arrival 11 
Access to pre-packaged food (to go bag) in lieu of hotel buffet Occupancy 12 
Social distancing markers Arrival 13 
Contactless check-in Arrival 14 
Personal care amenity kit in the guestroom Occupancy 15 
Electrostatic sprayer in the lobby Arrival 16 
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Access to a microwave in the room Occupancy 17 
Availability of emergency medical technician on the hotel premises Occupancy 18 
Having knowledge that hotel employees had Covid-19 health training Pre-arrival 19 
UV sterilizer machine in lobby Arrival 20 
Availability of room service via mobile app or voice-assistant Occupancy 21 
Having knowledge that the hotel uses UVC light sanitation Pre-arrival 22 
Knowledge of hotel having improved HVAC filtration (heating, ventilation, & air conditioning) Pre-arrival 23 
Availability of hand washing stations Arrival 24 
Availability of health & hygiene signage on property Arrival 25 
Having knowledge that the hotel uses hospital-grade disinfectant Pre-arrival 26 
Free on-site testing before the guest departure Departure 27 
Availability of voice-assistants such as Alexa in the guestroom Occupancy 28 
Hotel offering free face masks for guests Arrival 29 
Having a reputable certification of housekeeping services Pre-arrival 30 
QR codes & applications in the hotel restaurant Occupancy 31 
Disposable menu in hotel restaurant Occupancy 32 
Online chatting service with front desk Occupancy 33 
Providing housekeeping service only upon request Occupancy 34 
Keyless entry to room Occupancy 35 
24/7 e-concierge service - chatting application Occupancy 36 
Air purifier in the guestroom Occupancy 37 
Individual room climate control system using personal mobile device Occupancy 38 
Flexible cancellation / Cancellation fee waivers Pre-arrival X 
Having a policy of 24-hour mandatory room vacancy before next guest checks-in a room Pre-arrival X 
Having knowledge that employees get health screening Pre-arrival X 
Social distancing of shared spaces, e.g. fitness center & pools Occupancy X 















Comparison of attribute location on each model (n = 310) 




Pre-arrival COVID-19 information update on hotel’s website 3 3 
Flexible cancellation / Cancellation fee waivers 1 1 
Having a policy of 24-hour mandatory room vacancy before next 
guest checks-in a room 
1 1 
Having a reputable certification of housekeeping services 2 1 
Mobile or web-based payment 3 3 
Mobile or web-based registry 1 1 
Having knowledge that hotel employees had Covid-19 health 
training 
1 1 
Having knowledge that employees get health screening 1 1 
Having knowledge that the hotel uses UVC light sanitation 3 1 
Having knowledge that the hotel uses hospital-grade disinfectant 1 1 
Knowledge of hotel having improved HVAC filtration (heating, 
ventilation, & air conditioning) 
1 1 
Arrival Employees having personal protective equipment such as masks 2 2 
Hotel offering free face masks for guests 2 1 
Availability of hand washing stations 2 1 
Availability of health & hygiene signage on property 2 1 
Social distancing markers 2 1 
Having physical barriers, e.g. Plexiglass at the front desk 2 2 
Thermal imaging cameras at main entrance 3 3 
UV sterilizer machine in lobby 3 3 
Electrostatic sprayer in the lobby 4 4 
Contactless check-in 2 1 
occupancy In-room hand sanitizer 2 2 
Personal care amenity kit in the guestroom 2 1 
Availability of emergency medical technician on the hotel premises 3 3 
Disposable menu in hotel restaurant 4 4 
Providing housekeeping service only upon request 2 2 
Keyless entry to room 4 4 
Air purifier in the guestroom 3 3 
Online chatting service with front desk 3 3 
QR codes & applications in the hotel restaurant 3 3 
24/7 e-concierge service - chatting application 3 3 




Social distancing of shared spaces, e.g. fitness center & pools 1 1 
Availability of voice-assistants such as Alexa in the guestroom 3 3 
Availability of room service via mobile app or voice-assistant 3 3 
Access to pre-packaged food (to go bag) in lieu of hotel buffet 3 3 
Access to coffee/tea in the guestroom 3 3 
Access to a refrigerator in the room 2 2 
Access to a microwave in the room 2 1 
Departure Mobile check-out 4 4 
Ability to review guest folio via TV or mobile app 4 4 
Free on-site testing before the guest departure 3 3 











Discussion & Conclusion 
 This chapter provides an overview of the major findings from this study, primarily 
summarizing key findings from the IPA analysis. Based on the findings, a comprehensive 
analysis of perceived importance and performance of 42 selected attributes was undertaken. The 
practical implications, limitations of this study, and future research recommendations are then 
provided. 
Major Findings 
 Based on the demographic information, the vast majority of the sample size represented 
the age group between 25 – 44 years of age, and 91.9% of total respondents stayed in an upper 
midscale or higher hotel class. Another specific aspect of the demographic profile was that, as 
opposed to the general prediction that international tourism was drastically diminished during the 
COVID-19 pandemic, 40.6% of the total respondents classified themselves as international 
tourists, which was larger than expected. Other demographic information, such as gender and 
frequency of visits, were fairly evenly proportioned between given options, so the key 
information found in the demographic profile are age group, class of hotels, and number of 
international tourists. The sample population included the characteristics of both international 
and domestic tourists who are young, and who stayed at relatively high-class hotels. These 
characteristics may explain why performance mean scores for all attributes were high in general, 
as high-class hotels were better equipped with safety measures and protocols when compared to 
economy-class hotels. Risk sensitivity questions were added for the purpose of identifying 
possible correlations with perceived importance and performance of safety measures, but based 
on the responses provided, all four risk sensitivity questions had mean values close to 4, which is 
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interpreted as neither sensitive nor insensitive to risk, so the information provided regarding 
sensitivity was not considered significant. Another key finding from the open-ended questions 
was that the top-ranked shared feeling toward the hotel stay was “fear,” even though the time 
period during which respondents had stayed at hotels occurred after hotels had prepared and 
implemented safety measures and protocols. However, there were positive answers as well, such 
as “good” and “safe,” which were the second and third top-ranked responses, respectively. Given 
that the answers to the open-ended questions indicated that a lot of guests could not avoid 
feelings of fear during their visits to the hotel, there is a need to improve perceptions of hotels. 
Additionally, from the responses to the question regarding if there were any other measures 
respondents would like to see besides the measures identified on the list, one response was to 
have a sanitation seal on the door of hotel rooms so that guests could be assured that no one had 
entered the room between cleaning and their occupancy.           
IPA analysis 
For the IPA analysis, a data-centered, original four-quadrant model, a gap analysis with 
ranking, and a flexible diagonal model were implemented. On the four-quadrant model, 
attributes were plotted based on the actual means of performance and importance. Seven out of 
11 safety measures that guests encountered in the pre-arrival stage of the guest cycle were 
plotted in the “concentrate here” quadrant, which means those seven measures were considered 
relatively important in making a hotel decision, but they were not satisfactory compared to other 
measures. When the “concentrate here” quadrant was enlarged in the flexible diagonal model, 
two additional measures were included in the quadrant, which were “Having a reputable 
certification of housekeeping services” and “Having knowledge that the hotel uses UVC light 
sanitation.” This could be interpreted to mean there are sufficient resources available, and two 
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additional measures can be taken into consideration in terms of higher managerial concern and 
resource allocation. One particular measure that was reclassified and included in the enlarged 
“concentrate here” quadrant was “Having knowledge that the hotel uses UVC light sanitation,” 
which was the only measure moved from “low priority” to the area in which additional 
concentration of resources is recommended. Common measures that were recorded as “low 
priority” are “COVID-19 information update on hotel’s website” and “Mobile or web-based 
payment,” which were perceived neither as important nor satisfactory in terms of performance. 
Comparing the attribute placements on the four-quadrant and diagonal models, the majority of 
pre-arrival safety measures required more concentration, since seven out of 11 were plotted on 
the “concentrate here” quadrant, nine out of 11 in the diagonal model, meaning there is a 
sufficient resources, and two additional attributes can be concentrated with more resources  
However, based on the gap analysis, of those seven measures, “Flexible cancellation / 
cancellation fee waivers,” “Policy of 24-hour mandatory room vacancy before next guest checks 
into a room,” and “Having knowledge that hotel employees had Covid-19 health training” were 
excluded, as there were no significant differences between performance and importance mean 
scores. Except for those three measures, four remaining measures (Mobile or web-based registry, 
Having knowledge that hotel employees had Covid-19 health training, Having knowledge that 
the hotel uses hospital-grade disinfectants, and Knowledge that the hotel has improved HVAC 
filtration) were recommended in all three approaches to be concentrated with additional 
resources. Another key finding from the “pre-arrival” safety measures was that none of the 
measures were plotted in the “possible overkill” quadrant, which means that all measures that 
were perceived as relatively unimportant in guest hotel selection were not satisfied as well.   
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 Out of 10 safety measures that were classified into the “arrival” group, only two 
measures were interpreted as “low priority” in both models, which were “Thermal imaging 
cameras at main entrance,” and “UV sterilizer machine in lobby.” On the four-quadrant model, 
none of the measures from the “Arrival” stage were plotted in the “concentrate here” quadrant, 
and seven were plotted in the “keep up the good work” quadrant, which means they were 
relatively important and performed well, with relatively high satisfaction. However, when the 
enlargement of “concentrate here” quadrant was applied in the diagonal model, with the 
exception of “Employees having personal protective equipment such as masks,” six other 
measures that were originally perceived as doing fine were reclassified to be concentrated with 
additional resources. Based on the four-quadrant model, safety measures from the “arrival” stage 
took up the majority of the “keep up the good work” quadrant.  
 Moving on to the “occupancy” related safety measures, on the four-quadrant models, five 
out of 18 measures were plotted in the “keep up the good work” quadrant, and only one measure, 
“Social distancing of shared spaces, e.g., fitness center & pools,” was placed in the “concentrate 
here” quadrant. Twelve other measures were all below the importance crosshair, which means 
they were perceived as relatively less important when compared to other safety measures. In the 
diagonal model, “Personal care amenity kit in the guestroom” and “Access to a microwave in the 
room” were replaced in the “concentrate here” quadrant, which implies the possible need for 
additional resource allocation. “Social distancing of shared spaces, e.g., fitness center & pools” 
was removed, however, because no significant difference was found in the gap analysis, and it 
was further excluded from the dot plotting. The “Occupancy” group, in terms of proportion, was 
found to have the most “low priority” classified safety measures. 
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 The “Departure” group has the least number of safety measures. All of them in both 
models were identified to be relatively less important, and in terms of performance, two of them 
performed well, whereas the other one did not. The only key finding from the departure group 
was that there could be possible overallocation of resources for “Mobile check-out” and “Ability 
to review guest folio via TV or mobile app,” as they were classified as “possible overkill.” 
 Based on the classification of all safety measures on four different quadrants and the 
comparison of the results using gap analysis, the first two areas to investigate were “concentrate 
here” and “possible overkill.” Safety measures that were recommended to be more concentrated 
with resources in both models were presumably top priorities in which to invest more resources 
according to the IPA analysis. Among those priorities, gap analysis could be used to further 
prioritize in even greater detail by using the ranking it provides. In addition to the top priorities, 
some other measures were included in the “concentrate here” quadrant when enlargement of the 
quadrant through the diagonal model took place. They could be the next priority in the 
consideration of additional resource investment. Finally, safety measures from the “possible 
overkill” quadrant could be interpreted as overly invested, which means limited resources in the 
industry could be removed from these areas and reinvested in area where there is a need for 
additional resources, such as the “concentrate here” quadrant. 
 One of the chronic problems of IPA analysis is how to interpret attributes plotted close to 
the crosshair point. Even with a slight change in the mean score of performance or importance, 
some attributes can be located in a different quadrant and can therefore be interpreted differently. 
This study also had a few safety measures so close to the proximity that it was difficult to 
determine if they belonged to the correct quadrant and had been interpreted correctly. 
Technically, regardless of how close to the proximity, an attribute cannot be located in two 
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quadrants conjointly and have two interpretations. However, it is important to recognize the 
existence of particular attributes along a vague line and take this into consideration in later 
managerial decisions, including resource allocation. For example, “COVID-19 information 
update on hotel’s website” was very close to being recognized as “concentrate here,” which 
means that depending on the diagonal line placement, if there are available surplus resources and 
the line can be moved downward, this measure would be included in the “concentrate here” 
quadrant. On the other hand, “Mobile or web-based registry” barely reached the importance 
crosshair line to be classified as “concentrate here.” If the importance mean score was a little 
lower than the result provided in this study, it would be plotted in the “low priority” quadrant, 
which is another factor to consider when prioritizing safety measures. “Air purifier in the 
guestroom” is one particular measure that is almost exactly located in the borderline between 
“low priority” and “concentrate here” in the diagonal model. If the diagonal line could be moved 
downward, the first safety measure that would be included in the “concentrate here” quadrant 
from “low priority” measures would be “Air purifier in the guestroom.”                   
 
Table 9 
Comparison & Summary 
Explained Group Safety measure ranking 
Plotted in “Concentrate here” 
in both models 
Prearrival Mobile or web-based registry 11 
Having knowledge that hotel employees had Covid-19 
health training 
19 
Having knowledge that the hotel uses hospital-grade 
disinfectant 
22 
Knowledge of hotel having improved HVAC filtration 




  Flexible cancellation / Cancellation fee waivers x 
  Having a policy of 24-hour mandatory room vacancy before 




  Having knowledge that employees get health screening x 
 Occupancy Social distancing of shared spaces, e.g. fitness center & 
pools 
x 
Plotted in “Concentrate here” 
in only diagonal model 
Prearrival Having knowledge that the hotel uses UVC light sanitation 22 
 Having a reputable certification of housekeeping services 30 
arrival Social distancing markers 13 
Contactless check-in 14 
Availability of hand washing stations 24 
Availability of health & hygiene signage on property 25 
Hotel offering free face masks for guests 29 
Occupancy Personal care amenity kit in the guestroom 15 
Access to a microwave in the room 17 
“Possible overkill” in both 
models 
Arrival Electrostatic sprayer in the lobby 16 
Occupancy Disposable menu in hotel restaurant 32 
Keyless entry to room 35 
Departure Mobile check-out 2 
Ability to review guest folio via TV or mobile app 8 
Note. Attributes marked X means disregarded values in the Gap analysis as they were too close to the crosshair line 
 
Table 10 
Proportion of attributes in each quadrant 
 Four-quadrant Diagonal model 
 Pre-arrival 
(11) 










 N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % 
Concentrate 
here 
7 63.6% 0  1 5.6% 0  9 81.8% 5 50% 3 16.7% 0  
Keep up the 
good work 
1 9.1% 7 70% 5 27.8% 0  0  2 20% 3 16.7% 0  
Low priority 3 27.3% 2 20% 10 55.6% 1 33.3% 2 18.2% 2 20% 10 55.6% 1 33.3% 
Possible 
overkill 
0  1 10% 2 11.1% 2 66.6% 0  1 10% 2 11.1% 2 66.6% 
Total 11 100% 10 100% 18 100% 3 100% 11 100% 10 100% 18 100% 3 100% 
 
Practical Implications 
 Throughout the discussion, it was explained how 42 safety measures and protocols 
implemented in hotels were perceived by guests after reopening. Furthermore, guests’ feeling 
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toward their hotel stay during the pandemic and additional safety measures beyond the original 
42 measures were provided using open-ended answers. It was determined that compared to the 
early stages of the pandemic, the fear of the virus seemed to be decreasing, as many respondents 
from the survey described their feeling as “good” and “safe” during their stay. However, the 
word most commonly used was “fear,” which indicated that people still had a negative 
impression of, and fear toward, their hotel stay. It further emphasized the significance of this 
study and the need to address safety concerns guests have regarding their hotel stays. Another 
open-ended question concerned additional safety measures respondents would like to see, and 
one response was to have a sanitation seal on every room between stays so that guest would 
know the room was not entered after cleaning. This gives us an idea that guests want to be 
certain they are the first ones entering the room after the room has been completely sanitized, 
and at least one respondent asked for proof or other assurances from the hotel. A sanitation seal 
is one way of delivering that certainty by providing evidence that the room was sealed and 
locked following cleaning. From the findings of open-ended questions, hotels can infer that there 
is a need to think from the guests’ perspective. Credibility and reliability could be the keys in 
addressing the safety concern of hotel guests.  
Research questions this study assessed surround the perceived importance and 
performance of safety measures related to COVID-19. Using three different systematic IPA 
approaches, four different areas were identified, in which 42 existing safety measures were 
classified based on the level of experienced satisfaction and importance in terms of hotel 
decision making. According to the data yielded from the study, hotels may decide to focus on the 
“pre-arrival” stage, as it has the most safety measures categorized in the “concentrate here” 
quadrant. One finding from the results was that guests considered mobile booking functions and 
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pre-knowledge of properties they are planning to stay at very important. Yet, the data revealed 
that respondents were dissatisfied with hotel performance in these areas. An implication can be 
made that hotels should focus on how to be more mobile friendly in the pre-arrival stage, such as 
booking, as well as how to more effectively inform the general public about their safely 
renovated environments. Respondents from the survey indicated there was a lack of information 
regarding COVID-19 safety measures implemented in hotels, even though they considered the 
information critical in their decision making on which hotel at which to stay. A possible 
suggestion to hotels could be to provide up-to-date IT functionality in hotel booking and increase 
general awareness of updated hotel information through various advertising and promotional 
approaches. Attributes in the “arrival” stage were primarily classified as “keep up the good 
work,” which hotels can regard as areas to sustain rather than investing additional resources. 
Since five safety measures from the “arrival” stage can be relocated to the “concentrate here” 
quadrant, if there is are surplus resources hotel management can consider the five safety 
measures as the next priorities for resource allocation. In the “occupancy” stage, more than half 
of corresponding safety measures were “low priority,” which indicates the possible need for less 
concern and resource dedication to certain measures. All of the tech-related safety measures in 
the “occupancy” stage were perceived as both less important and unsatisfied in terms of 
performance. If this information is taken into consideration, high-tech safety measures that 
normally require relatively high cost to install and maintain could be removed. This leads to cost 
savings and allows for greater resource availability from the savings. All of the “possible 
overkill” safety measures in the departure stage as well warrant less concern or complete 
removal under management decisions, because they were considered unimportant in the IPA 
analysis. However, this does not mean that all measures located in the “possible overkill” and 
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“low priority” quadrants can be ignored, as some of the “low priority” measures discussed in the 
major findings were very close to the crosshair line of “concentrate here.” There is a high chance 
that they should be reconsidered as important and requiring resource allocation, so hotels may 
need to pay attention to them as much as other safety measures in the “concentrate here” 
quadrant. 
Combining all of the key takeaways from this study, hotel managers need to focus on 
how to recover the hotel image of credible health and safety, as the anxiety and fear of hotel 
guests were still present, even after the major reopening of hotels nationwide. At the same time, 
it is critical for hotel managers to devise more efficient way of promoting and informing 
potential hotel guests about updated hotel health- and safety-related information, such as 
guidelines and renovated features. This study revealed that a lot of people were still lacking 
information regarding how hotels have changed in response to the spread of COVID-19, even 
though they considered this knowledge important in deciding on a hotel. In the areas of potential 
reduction of resources, technological features such as touchless systems and advanced 
equipment, which are most likely to be encountered by hotels guests during their occupancy, 
were suggested to be less focused, whereas other measures, such as hygiene of hotel staff and 
cleanliness of the room, which are more easily observable and are directly related to the hygiene 
and cleanliness of the hotel, were strongly emphasized. As the majority of “concentrate here” 
features were found on either the pre-arrival or arrival stage, it can be inferred that the first 
impression hotel guests gain from the hotel critically determines the image and credibility of the 
hotel. According to the findings, hotel managers should focus on how to impress hotel guests 
with the image of safety at the early stage of the guest cycle instead of concentrating on 





 There are a few limitations to this study that need to be addressed. First of all, the time 
period of the data collection possibly affected the response. The survey was distributed and 
collected during the period of COVID-19, which indicates it was possible that the consumer 
behavior of hotel guests was affected by the unusual nature of the time period, and this may be 
reflected on the responses. In addition, the acquired sample size was inadequate. During the data 
cleansing process, a large number of collected data was removed from the attention check 
questions. There were some incomplete responses, and a few responses were outliers based on 
the normality check. Although the finalized number of data met the minimum requirements, 
considering the large number of attributes in this study, the result would be more desirable if the 
sample size was larger. There were 42 attributes in this study, and based on the ratio 
determination, the sample size can be as large as 20 times the total number of attributes, which 
equals 840. However, this study collected only 310 complete, usable responses. Due to the small 
sample size this study has adopted, further segmentation of the result could not proceed. 
Originally designed to segment respondents into two groups, international and domestic tourists, 
to allow for a more comprehensive analysis, this study could not carry out the original plan, as 
the sample size for each group did not meet the minimum acceptable sample size.  
The second limitation is that short-term rental users had to be excluded from this study. A 
very small number of the total respondents was identified as short-term rental users, which made 
it impossible to perform an analysis. This study planned to capture not only hotel users, but also 
other lodging service users for comparison purposes, but the original intention failed as the 
number of short-term rental users was much smaller than expected. 
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The third limitation is the relatively narrow segment sample population this study 
represents. The age group was heavily concentrated between 25 – 44 years of age, and only 25 
respondents had stayed at a midscale/economy hotel. Considering that the average age group of 
hotel guests varies between each class, this study is further limited because it did not fully reflect 
every segment of the hotel industry. For example, the average age group in the luxury hotel 
segment is composed of Generations X and Y, which are at least older than 44 years of age. The 
fact that the average group of respondents from this study was skewed and this study could not 
capture all classes of hotels suggests that it is potentially limited in terms of applicability.       
Future Studies 
 Several potential directions are suggested from this study. In terms of the sample 
selection for the study, a target group can be identified, and an analysis can be undertaken 
regarding how they perceive safety measures in hotels using IPA techniques. The sample from 
this study was randomly selected, and if there is a study targeting the sample with certain 
characteristics, it can either choose a specific sample type from the beginning or use the 
segmentation method introduced in this study. Since this study lacked a sample population above 
44 years of age, there could be a potential future study aimed at investigating how hotel guests in 
other age groups perceive safety measures in hotels. Furthermore, this study had a very small 
number of guests who had stayed in the midscale or economy hotels, which may render the 
analysis of this study inapplicable to  midscale and economy hotels. If there is a need to study a 
specific class of hotels, future studies could target a desired market and collect data from 
individuals qualified in the criteria. 
 In terms of the number of attributes this study addresses, the master list was devised to be 
as comprehensive as possible, because there were no prior studies addressing the large number of 
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safety measures related to COVID-19 in hotels. If safety measures were confirmed to exist and 
implemented in any U.S. hotels, they were included in the master list. Later studies can target 
specific safety measures that are more specific and specialized, such as tech-related variables or 
high-cost measures. Furthermore, in terms of the grouping, statistical measures such as EFA and 
CFA can be applied instead of the guest cycle grouping applied in this study. In this way, the 
statistical validity of the study could be further supplemented. 
 This study was able to capture useful information, such as guest feelings toward their 
hotel stay, as described in their own words, and an idea of new safety measures from the open-
ended questions, which indicate the possible need for qualitative research, in addition to the 
quantitative approach this study adopted. Thus, future studies can further investigate the impact 
of COVID-19 on consumer perceptions using qualitative research methodologies. 
Conclusion 
 For the purpose of benefitting the hotel industry and assisting the industry in recovering 
from the effects of the pandemic, this study provides insights on COVID-19-related safety 
measures implemented in hotels from the perspective of guests. A comprehensive master list of 
existing safety measures and protocols in hotels was created, and the perceived importance and 
the evaluation of the performance of each were explored. By understanding how new safety 
measures function in the era of this pandemic, hotels will be able to prepare for the post-
pandemic stage and successfully adapt to the new norm, where safety and hygiene are considered 
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For questions regarding the rights of research subjects, any complaints or comments regarding the 
manner in which the study is being conducted, contact the UNLV Office of Research Integrity – 
Human Subjects at 702-895-2794, toll free at 888-581-2794 or via email at IRB@unlv.edu. 
  
You are invited to participate in a research study conducted by researchers at UNLV via Amazon 
MTurk survey panel service platform. The purpose of this study is to empirically explore and 
examine the guest perception on various safety measures implemented in hotels and short-term 
rentals. We are gathering information about your perceived importance for Covid-19 measures in 
hotels while determining your level of satisfaction with measures you have had experience with. 
 
Participation in this study is voluntary and should take approximately 8-10 minutes to complete. 
You may refuse to participate in this study or in any part of this study.  You may withdraw at any 
time without prejudice to your relations with UNLV. You are encouraged to ask questions about 
this study at the beginning or any time during the research study.  
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safety measures may cause stress or discomfort. Neither your name nor any identifiable 
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there are limitations to your privacy and confidentiality. Please refer to MTurk’s policy site for 
further clarification https://www.mturk.com/mturk/privacynotice . Any work performed on 
MTurk can be linked to the user’s public profile page. Thus, as a user of their service, you may wish 
to restrict what information you choose to share in your public profile. The research team at UNLV 
will not be accessing or collecting any profile information. MTurk user IDs (i.e., the 14 character 
sequence of letters and numbers used to identify users) will only be collected for the purposes of 





You are being asked to participate in the study because you fit the following criterion: 
1. You are 18 years of age or older 
2. You have stayed at a hotel/short-term rental at least once since June 2020. 
 
There will be no financial cost to you to participate in this study. You will be compensated with 
US$1(one dollar) for your time if you qualify for the study based on the screening questions 
provided at the start of the survey. If you disqualify or not fully address the questions provided, 
there will be no compensation. 
 
All information gathered in this study will be kept as confidential as possible. No reference will 
be made in written or oral materials that could link you to this study. MTurk user IDs (which is 
used by MTurk for payment of compensation offered) will not be shared with anyone outside of the 
research team, will be removed from the data set, and will not be linked to survey responses. All 
records will be stored at a locked facility at UNLV for 3 years after completion of the study.  
After the storage time, the information gathered will be destroyed. 
 
I have read the above information and agree to participate in this study.  I have been able to ask 
questions about the research study. I am able to print this page for my records. 
 
Please select ‘Proceed’ below to continue to the study. 
 





Appendix C: Survey Questions 
 
1. Are you 18 years or above? 
Yes  No (end survey) 
 
2. Have you stayed at a hotel in the United States since June 2020? {screening question} 
Yes  No (go to Airbnb question) 




c. Three times 
d. More than three times 
 
1.c (skip logic - If no), Have you had a short-term rental stay such as Airbnb or VRBO 
since June 2020? 
            Yes (go to Airbnb section)                No (end survey) 
 
3. How would you describe your feelings toward staying at a hotel during the pandemic? 
Please describe using only one word (the first word that comes to your mind). 
 
4. In your opinion, what would be the most important guideline/tool/practice that can help 
reduce the spread of COVID-19 during a hotel stay? Please briefly describe in the textbox 
provided below: 
 
5. Referring to your most recent stay at the hotel, please answer the following question: “How 
important was the hotel’s provision of the following options in your last hotel selection?” 
1= very unimportant, 2 = unimportant, 3 = somewhat unimportant, 4 = neutral, 5 = 
somewhat important, 6 = important, 7 = very important 
 
Pre-arrival 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
COVID-19 information update on hotel’s website        
Flexible cancelation / Cancelation fee waivers        
Having a policy of 24-hour mandatory room vacancy before next 
guest checks-in a room 
       
Having a reputable certification of housekeeping services         
Mobile or web-based payment        
Mobile or web-based registry        
Having knowledge that hotel employees had Covid19 health 
training 
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Having knowledge that employees get health screening        
Having knowledge that the hotel uses UVC light sanitation        
Having knowledge that the hotel uses hospital-grade disinfectant        
Knowledge of hotel having improved HVAC filtration (heating, 
ventilation, & air conditioning) 
       
 
Arrival 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Employees having personal protective equipment such as masks        
Hotel offering free face masks for guests        
Availability of hand washing stations        
Availability of health & hygiene signage on property        
Social distancing markers        
Having physical barriers, e.g. Plexiglass at the front desk        
Thermal imaging cameras at main entrance        
UV sterilizer machine in lobby        
Electrostatic sprayer in the lobby         
Contactless check-in        
 
Occupancy 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
In-room hand sanitizer        
Personal care amenity kit in the guestroom        
Availability of emergency medical technician on the hotel premises        
Disposable menu in hotel restaurant        
Providing housekeeping service only upon request         
Keyless entry to room        
Air purifier in the guestroom        
Online chatting service with front desk        
QR codes & applications in the hotel restaurant        
24/7 e-concierge service - chatting application        
Individual room climate control system using personal mobile device        
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Social distancing of shared spaces, e.g. fitness center & pools        
Availability of voice-assistants such as Alexa in the guestroom        
Availability of room service via mobile app or voice-assistant        
Access to pre-packaged food (to go bag) in lieu of hotel buffet        
Access to coffee/tea in the guestroom        
Access to a refrigerator in the room        
Access to a microwave in the room        
 
Departure 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Free on-site testing before the guest departure        
Mobile check-out        
Ability to review guest folio via TV or mobile app        
 
6. Please select the age group you fall into 
a. 18 – 24 years old 
b. 25 – 34 years old 
c. 35 – 44 years old 
d. 45 – 54 years old 
e. Older than 55 years old 
 




d. Prefer not to answer 
 
8. Please select the primary purpose of your most recent stay at the hotel 
a. Leisure 
b. Business 
c. Visiting friends or relatives 
d. Other: _____________________ 
 






10. Please indicate how often you stayed at a hotel before the pandemic 
a. 1-2 times per year 
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b. 3-6 times per year 
c. 7-12 times per year 
d. More than 12 times per year 
 
11. Please select the classification you fall into 
a. Domestic tourist 
b. International tourist 
 
12. Please select the class of hotel that you have most recently stayed at 
a. Luxury (i.e. Four Seasons, Ritz Carlton, Mandarin Oriental, Park Hyatt, etc.) 
b. Upper upscale (i.e. Grand Hyatt, Marriott Marquis, etc.) 
c. Upscale (i.e. Hyatt Regency, Renaissance, etc.) 
d. Upper midscale (Courtyard by Marriott, Hyatt Place, etc., Hilton Garden Inn) 
e. Midscale or economy (i.e. Fairfield Inn, Hampton Inn, Motel 6, Holiday Inn Express, 
etc.) 
 
13. Referring to your most recent stay at the hotel, please answer for the following question: 
“How satisfied were you with the following measures?” 
For the item you have not encountered, please disregard, and continue with the next item. 
1= very unsatisfied, 2 = unsatisfied, 3 = somewhat unsatisfied, 4 = neutral, 5 = somewhat 
satisfied, 6 = satisfied, 7 = very satisfied 
 
Pre-arrival 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
COVID-19 information update on hotel’s website        
Flexible cancelation / Cancelation fee waivers        
Having a policy of 24-hour mandatory room vacancy before next 
guest checks-in a room 
       
Having a reputable certification of housekeeping services         
Mobile or web-based payment        
Mobile or web-based registry        
Having knowledge that hotel employees had Covid19 health 
training 
       
Having knowledge that employees get health screening        
Having knowledge that the hotel uses UVC light sanitation        
Having knowledge that the hotel uses hospital-grade disinfectant        
Knowledge of hotel having improved HVAC filtration (heating, 
ventilation, & air conditioning) 
       
 
Arrival 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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Employees having personal protective equipment such as masks        
Hotel offering free face masks for guests        
Availability of hand washing stations        
Availability of health & hygiene signage on property        
Social distancing markers        
Having physical barriers, e.g. Plexiglass at the front desk        
Thermal imaging cameras at main entrance        
UV sterilizer machine in lobby        
Electrostatic sprayer in the lobby         
Contactless check-in        
 
Occupancy 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
In-room hand sanitizer        
Personal care amenity kit in the guestroom        
Availability of emergency medical technician on the hotel premises        
Disposable menu in hotel restaurant        
Providing housekeeping service only upon request         
Keyless entry to room        
Air purifier in the guestroom        
Online chatting service with front desk        
QR codes & applications in the hotel restaurant        
24/7 e-concierge service - chatting application        
Individual room climate control system using personal mobile device        
Social distancing of shared spaces, e.g. fitness center & pools        
Availability of voice-assistants such as Alexa in the guestroom        
Availability of room service via mobile app or voice-assistant        
Access to pre-packaged food (to go bag) in lieu of hotel buffet        
Access to coffee/tea in the guestroom        
Access to a refrigerator in the room        
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Access to a microwave in the room        
 
Departure 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Free on-site testing before the guest departure        
Mobile check-out        
Ability to review guest folio via TV or mobile app        
 






15. If there is any, please provide additional safety measures that you have seen or expect to 
see at a hotel. 
 
16. The following are hypothetical statements. Please indicate how likely you would engage 
in each of the following activities 
1= very unlikely, 2 = unlikely, 3 = somewhat unlikely, 4 = not sure, 5 = somewhat likely, 
6 = likely, 7 = very likely 
 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Consuming five or more servings of alcohol in a single evening.        
Not wearing a seatbelt when being a passenger in the front seat.        
Walking home alone at night in a somewhat unsafe area of town.         









Separate section for the short-term rental 
 
Read: For the purposes of this study, short-term rental refers to lodging options available through 
sites such as Airbnb, VRBO, etc 
 
17. Do you prefer short-term rental stay over hotel stay when travelling? 
            Yes  No 
 
18. How would you describe your feelings toward staying at a short-term rental during the 
pandemic? Please describe using only one word (the first word that comes to your mind). 
 
19. In your opinion, what would be the most important guideline/tool/practice that can help 
reduce the spread of COVID-19 during the stay? Please briefly describe in the textbox 
provided below: 
 
20. Referring to your most recent stay at the short-term rental, please answer the following 
question: “How important was the short-term rental’s provision of the following options in 
your last hotel selection?” 
1= very unimportant, 2 = unimportant, 3 = somewhat unimportant, 4 = neutral, 5 = 
somewhat important, 6 = important, 7 = very important 
 
Pre-arrival 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
COVID-19 information update on short-term rental’s website        
Flexible cancelation / Cancelation fee waivers        
Having a policy of 24-hour mandatory vacancy before next guest 
arrives 
       
Mobile or web-based payment        
Mobile or web-based registry        
Having knowledge that the rented place uses UVC light sanitation        
Having knowledge that the rented place uses hospital-grade 
disinfectant 
       
Knowledge of rented place having improved HVAC filtration 
(heating, ventilation, & air conditioning) 
       
 
 
Arrival & Occupancy 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Host offering free face masks for guests        
Hand sanitizer are provided by the host        
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Personal care amenity kit        
Air purifier in the rented place        
Individual room climate control system using personal mobile device        
Availability of voice-assistants such as Alexa in the rented place        
Access to coffee/tea         
Access to a refrigerator         
Access to a microwave         
 
Departure 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Mobile check-out        
 
21. Please select the age group you fall into 
f. 18 – 24 years old 
g. 25 – 34 years old 
h. 35 – 44 years old 
i. 45 – 54 years old 
j. Older than 55 years old 
 




h. Prefer not to answer 
 
23. Please select the primary purpose of your most recent stay at the short-term rental 
e. Leisure 
f. Business 
g. Visiting friends or relatives 
h. Other: _____________________ 
 






25. Please indicate how often you stayed at a short-term rental before the pandemic 
e. 1-2 times per year 
f. 3-6 times per year 
g. 7-12 times per year 




26. Please select the classification you fall into 
c. Domestic tourist 
d. International tourist 
 
27. Referring to your most recent stay at the short-term rental, please answer for the following 
question: “How satisfied were you with the following measures?” 
For the item you have not encountered, please disregard, and continue with the next item. 
1= very unsatisfied, 2 = unsatisfied, 3 = somewhat unsatisfied, 4 = neutral, 5 = somewhat 
satisfied, 6 = satisfied, 7 = very satisfied 
 
Pre-arrival 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
COVID-19 information update on short-term rental’s website        
Flexible cancelation / Cancelation fee waivers        
Having a policy of 24-hour mandatory vacancy before next guest 
arrives 
       
Mobile or web-based payment        
Mobile or web-based registry        
Having knowledge that the rented place uses UVC light sanitation        
Having knowledge that the rented place uses hospital-grade 
disinfectant 
       
Knowledge of rented place having improved HVAC filtration 
(heating, ventilation, & air conditioning) 
       
 
 
Arrival & Occupancy 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Host offering free face masks for guests        
Hand sanitizer are provided by the host        
Personal care amenity kit        
Air purifier in the rented place        
Individual room climate control system using personal mobile device        
Availability of voice-assistants such as Alexa in the rented place        
Access to coffee/tea         
Access to a refrigerator         




Departure 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Mobile check-out        
 
 
28. If there is any, please provide additional safety measures that you have seen or expect to 
see at the short-term rental. 
 
29. Please indicate how likely you would engage in each of the following activities 
1= very unlikely, 2 = unlikely, 3 = somewhat unlikely, 4 = not sure, 5 = somewhat likely, 
6 = likely, 7 = very likely 
 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Consuming five or more servings of alcohol in a single evening.        
Not wearing a seatbelt when being a passenger in the front seat.        
Walking home alone at night in a somewhat unsafe area of town.         
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